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INTRODUCTION
This report will provide a comprehensive review of the background and
current issues pertaining to workforce development in Wisconsin, with
          
gap.” It will provide historical perspective as to how current workforce
development problems originated, as well as how those problems have
evolved over the last three decades. The report will describe the extent
         
          
problems now.
This report contains data pertinent to Wisconsin, the U.S., and other
countries, as this issue has become a worldwide concern. All facts
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 "  "  #    

group from southeastern Wisconsin, as well as Competitive Wisconsin,
a nonpartisan coalition that engages business and education, in their
parallel research on skills clusters and workforce development.
$

     

as Special Consultant to the Governor on Economic, Workforce and
Education Development, the solutions and recommendations in
   ! 

 % &

  

Workforce Investment and the College and Workforce Readiness
&

     ' 

not approved or taken formal action regarding the proposed
  (   
          
can take further action.
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This report was researched, written, and edited in conjunction with Ms.
) $  * *   +   -/    
* !  
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+   * +  * 9;  $   *    = !   +   * 
+  * 9>% "  ?&   
of Mequon, Wisconsin and Vice Chair of Wisconsinʼs Council for Workforce Investment, as well as various staff members from the Wisconsin
Department of Workforce Development. I would also like to acknowledge
   ">  =  "   >
8 /   +   -*    
Executive Budget and Finance.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Wisconsin, the U.S., and other countries are experiencing above  9    
      !     
 H          



world.
This report provides information on the skills gap, which is a product of
 J    
      #   



steps for correcting the skills gap, as well as ideas to move workforce
development forward in Wisconsin. These recommendations cover
topics from education to economic development and matters in between
because workforce development begins in the cradle and ends at the
grave. Our recommendations are based on the best practices from our
own state, other states, and the private sector. Recommendations are
         



be considered in the immediate in the future.
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THE CHALLENGE
1,544,000

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
/     
with changing workforce needs. However, even if we
     
+   

2x

  

0.4%

    

as our eligible workforce population is decreasing.

777,000

3,585,000
3,570,000

Wisconsinʼs Shrinking Workforce
Wisconsin faces an aging population. Between
2010-2040, the number of senior residents in Wisconsin will nearly double, increasing from 777,000
to 1,544,000. Over the same time, our working age
population will grow from 3,570,000 to 3,585,000, an
increase of 0.4%.

  

 

    



  J      
     

Between 2010-2040, the number of senior residents in
+         ]]]^^^ 
1,544,000. Over the same time, our working age
population will increase from 3,570,000 to 3,585,000, an
increase of 0.4%.

In addition to our aging population, Wisconsin is not

manufacturing. This is troubling because the educational

   

[  J      

    J 

opportunities. For example, Wisconsin is, per capita,

school diploma.

the number one state in the U.S. for manufacturing
jobs. More than 20% of our gross domestic product
comes from manufacturing. There are current and

If we donʼt expose our students to various career
     

\    

 JJ        Of the

         !   

countryʼs 50 largest metro areas, Milwaukee is

  +   

currently the second largest host of manufacturing

   =     

jobs.Y+       

      

current manufacturing positions, Wisconsinʼs K-12

manufacturing jobs.

educators tell us that students do not want to go into

8

    

JOB NUMBERS

Wisconsinʼs administration of workforce training is
    &    

In order to retrain our workforce for available jobs,

       $ 

   J   !

Wisconsinʼs Department of Workforce Development

Department of Workforce Development is responsible

now administers less worker training funding than

 J   +   & J 

our Department of Children and Families. This

    [  

        

on the U.S. Department of Laborʼs Bureau of Labor

confusion in the public about which services are available.

8  `;8y;8z &  
= +     
after the end of the quarter in which the data is collected.
This means that Wisconsin will only see its job num

    

     

of September.
;8   J  J  \
 !   
J  J   \For example,

90%

our 2010-2020 projections will arrive late this summer
2012.+  J    

!        

 

for Wisconsinites to act on both the current and projected
job needs of the state.

&  ^ -    
funding comes from the Federal Government.

WORKFORCE TRAINING
Our workforce training programs in Wisconsin are also in
need of improvement. Currently, more than 90% of the

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

stateʼs workforce training funding comes from the
Federal Government. Of the $410 million job training
funds administered through the state, $377 million comes

$ \   



   `}%yWisconsin had to

from the Federal Government. This funding is oftentimes

borrow money from the Federal Government that it

 | 

has to pay back. This borrowing will result in an addition-

 

   



 

    

~      ^\^!
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Special Assessment for Interest alone was more than

Development Boards, and nine Economic Development

$42 million in 2011.

Regions.

+     } % 

Each one of these groups covers different territories, and

Reserve Fund (UIRF) more than $1 billion. There is a



federal provision that creates an additional cost to the

 !    

8 +   

share goals and funding.

 }%7#

       -
  

 

balance. This will cost Wisconsin employers nearly
$49 million in 2012, and a projected $98 million in

# +   -     

2013 and $147 million in 2014.

UW-Madison and UW-Milwaukee, could also be an
important economic engine for start-up companies if the

# +        %^

      }+\>   

Department of Workforce Development found that fraud

   ~     

affected 28,232 claimants and totaled $44.6 million in

However, the school doesnʼt turn this funding into startup

   

companies at a comparable rate with similar schools.
This results in lost economic opportunities for Wisconsin.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION

Proper education and workforce development are the
foundation of economic development. But economic

The U.S. skills gap widened due in part to government

development in Wisconsin also has its own challenges.

  ^!

  

international competition, began to focus students on
The major challenge is the fractured nature of our



\      $ 

Wisconsin has more than 600 groups that

forms of education, like shop class or apprenticeships,

list economic development as part of their mission.

were deemphasized and defunded.

These include, but are not limited to, the Wisconsin
Economic Development Corporation, 11 Workforce

Wisconsin has

U.S. students used

600+

be ranked #1 in achieve-

groups that list economic
development as part of
their mission.

10

to

ment, where now U.S.
students rank 14th in
reading, 17th in science,

25th in math.

+   



14,000
high school dropouts


}+8-

\

graduation rate is

36%
below the national
average.

Despite this philosophical shift in education, the job

>     

market continues to need middle- and low-skilled work-

  

$?  }    

with our high rate of success, Wisconsin creates

that between 2008-2018, Wisconsin will have 925,000

roughly 14,000 high school dropouts each year.

job positions available due to retirements and/or growth.

Dropping out of high school can have a multigenerational

Roughly 70% of those jobs will require less education

     

than a four-year degree.

   +   - 

Further, even



 



from 2010 will experience lost lifetime earnings of $3.7
!      

billion.” As of 2010, Wisconsin had 285,933 working-

the last recession, as the U.S. is experiencing what David

age adults that had not completed high school (or its

$  #7 $

equivalent).

mother of all jobless recoveries.” Without the prior
positions available for workers, people need to adapt

Wisconsinʼs test scores are above average for the U.S.

    

According to the National Assessment of Educational
" `($="y%^   \

/ 

  

  

     

grade students in Wisconsin was 289. This was higher

without a solid K-12 educational foundation. Americaʼs

than the average score of 283 for public school students

\    Whereas U.S. students

in the nation.” However, further examination of the

used to rank number one in achievement, U.S.

       

students now rank 14th in reading, 17th in science,

!     

and 25th in math, outperformed by a diverse group-

minorities. According to NAEP,

  

ing of countries like Korea, Canada, and Poland.
!    
( +    
+   

^ 

    

  

-  

In 2011, Black students had an average
score that was 39 points lower than
White students. This performance gap was

  
(42 points).

graduation does not mean students are prepared for their

As of 2010,

29%

2x 78%

285,933

/

students seeking an

as much on education as

Milwaukee Public School

working-age adults had

associateʼs degree

 

students that attended

not completed high school

complete it within three

spite poor college comple-

UW-Milwaukee needed

or its equivalent.



tion rate.

remediation.

of

The US spends

 -

of

11

%+     

   -

associateʼs degree complete it within three years.

    \

8   

education. For students that enter the University of

 J    

        

    

math remediation. That number increases to one out of

counted as a dropout, which is misleading.

   

two for African American students. In Milwaukee, 78% of
Milwaukee Public School students that attended UW-

8   

Milwaukee needed remediation. For the 2007-2008



academic year, Wisconsin spent an estimated $66

began college but did not return for a second year

million on postsecondary remediation.

cost Wisconsin $23.4 million in federal grants and a

   

  Between 2003-2008, students that

cumulative $140.9 million in State expenditures.
Our K-12 schools also face declining enrollment.
Between 2001-2006, almost 70% of our public schools

College completion is a national challenge. According to

  *   

the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Devel-



+            
!    

    

job needs.

`/=&*y     
$    This ranks
the U.S. dead last for college completion among the
18 OECD countries. We are even behind Slovakia, a

!      



    

education. Yet despite some improvements, our educa      The term “drop out fac-

Despite our poor international ranking for completion,

tory” normally applies to high schools that graduate

   

fewer than 60% of students that enroll; but if we used

to American Institutes for Research, a nonpartisan

that term for Wisconsinʼs postsecondary institutions,

think tank, the U.S. “[spends] about twice as much

practically the whole system would qualify. For

per student as the United Kingdom, Germany or

students starting in the fall of 2005, UWS (excluding UW-

Japan, and about three times as much as most other

& y

industrialized countries in Europe and Asia.”

\    

$  

$    J  
/  \  $ 

According to the National Center for Education
       
below the national average of 36%.

found that the cost per degree completion was $71,226
and state and local funding per completion was $57,071,
  +       \
college expense. All of our neighboring states were more

/  \ +   ! & 

   \  

8`+!&8y}+\&   
completion problem. Only 29% of students seeking an

+!&8     
   

12

    

a large portion of its budget on non-technical education.

#  \}+\&  

About eight percent of WTCSʼs annual budget is spent



 \    ?=*

~^^^$

\}+\>  

is just under $60,000. This is a difference of $46,000. An

$

~      

associate degree holder can also enter the workforce

classes. Before any technical college training occurs,

       

   !  "    

   

its budget for other purposes.

degree student.

>    

&

 

 \    

\    

  '  


  

   

\
\

\  

      

\      
 $^ $  "



that more than half of bachelorʼs degree holders under
  J    ! 
number is the highest it has been in over a decade. As
Jordan Weissmann, an editor at The Atlantic points out,

25%

     
 
!" # $  
population.”
Further, some students that attain an associateʼs
degree or less earn higher wages than the average

\  $?  
}  & =  +   
[     
 /  ~
 ^     



7  \[     
earn more than the average bachelorʼs degree recipient.

diplomas. Associate degree holders earn $42,088
 8    -

  

 ~^^But roughly

 \In 2011, there were an estimated

#          
more than the average bachelorʼs degree recipient.
$    J 

\ 

34,000 students in WTCS that already had a fouryear degree. Many of these students were 20-some!&

 '  !

#"!*  

and require a far less expensive education than a four-

   ! 
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&$&  
to lead productive lives if we are to keep the
American Dream alive.

challenge. Even students that attend and complete a
     $    &  
Board, an independent business organization, revealed
 



  [ 

prepared to be successful,” including students that
   

\$

   



\

   

multiple areas.
#         
/ \       
   

/ 

\  &  & 
8   


 ( ?  $   

Center for Best Practices and the Council of Chief State
8

/ !  

prepare our students for education and the workforce.
This is crucial for changing course.
/    >
      
local high schools and businesses. Another positive
 

}+\# *

8      \
based tests to earn cost-effective UW degrees. This
  

SOLUTIONS

    \  

students. But Wisconsin needs to do more.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Wisconsinʼs workforce and economic development
go hand-in-hand. One can help the other. Regional
alignment is critical to advance economic, workforce,
and educational initiatives. We have found that there
is either occasional or no formal collaboration between
the various economic development organizations in
Wisconsin. If we are serious about driving improvements
in our state, these groups must coordinate. To that end,
Wisconsin needs to organize our efforts around the nine
main economic regions, with the goal of coordinating
education and workforce development to drive economic
development.
There is also great economic development potential




}+     }+\>  

and UW-Milwaukee. Their research has the potential
    J $


  

   ~  }+

   

    

start-up companies, which in turn generates new
  J 7+   =   *opment Corporation (WEDC) and UWS hired a person to
help facilitate more start-ups. Although new data

14
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 }+8

 

         

we think UWS and WEDC should submit an annual

a duplication of services. Consolidation will save the
   

   

development services.

report on their progress in increasing startups
through research.

DWD should also look at the administration of
Unemployment Insurance (UI). There has been some

In the meantime, Wisconsin needs timely, accurate

   



job numbers to form the basis of policy decisions
for economic development organizations and other

# Wisconsin should institute an easy to under-

groups. These numbers should come from new

stand form of Evidence-Based Budgeting (EBB). The

Labor Market Information (LMI) software. The State

Pew Center on the States has developed free software

should provide this software so that all groups and State

that creates a stock-like portfolio for legislators regarding

        -

the effectiveness of programs. For example, the software

   !    

   ~     -

8\ 

force development program, that the investment is 90%

 ;>% 
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/ J   



  

       

Department of Workforce Development (DWD) should

    }   

work with our economic development organizations

      % 

  J  %     

we are going to designate more funding for workforce

Wisconsin will need to designate extra funds to workforce

development to correct the skills gap without raising

 

    

^ +   -  

     #? 
}  #    

 

  | $     ;>%
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EDUCATION

   

Competitive Wisconsin to arrive at a reasonable

Education is the foundation of workforce development.

 [    8

Education, like workforce development, starts when

budget. That money should be administered as

 !    

competitive grants to regions.

critical for the economic health of Wisconsin that we
    

  

 | 

Further, all workforce development programs

         

should be coordinated through DWD.& 

enter the workforce.

 

nine state agencies administer workforce development
         

First, we should reduce the time to completion for a

15

\ The University of Wisconsin
four-year colleges should develop a contract that

        
help provide real-world learning opportunities.

guarantees four year completion. The contract can
  }   >  - 

Wisconsin also needs to provide more educational

      

opportunities for adult learners. This involves building

\  

      

 |        

school will pick up the added expense. This will encour-

  \   One way to build in

       

/:   !  < = These

and speeding them into the workforce.

       



      
Second, Wisconsin should increase tuition for WTCS

       

students that have already attained a four-year

seat. Stackable credentials should be based on

degree. !



^^ \  

+!&8  \
 

  

"   : >  !

adult learners to further their education.

J # 

perspective, these students are being subsidized for

$  |        

     





consin. To this end, Wisconsinʼs postsecondary public

7  8    

 |      

+ -

is consistent with other UW Regent tuition policies for

schools should develop a statewide credit transfer

higher education.

system of some common credits. This will allow stu  

     

  



  

 

  -$  

preparing our K-12 students for the future is providing



them with accurate information about their options.

   - 

The bridge to this information should be an Academic

       

  #  

and Career Plan (ACP). An ACP is an individual road-

 -    $

map for all students in Wisconsin to achieve their

     

academic and career goals, regardless of their

         

background or which school they attend. ACPs allow

upper-level classes will transfer from institution to institu-

students to assess their strengths and interests. ACPs

tion.

then help direct students to how their education and career goals can be attained. All information is provided

$    \   -

on the backdrop of accurate job opportunity

ers is!! "  /: 

projections, which help students choose their most

education, especially for students enrolled less than

effective postsecondary option. A successful ACP in-

half time. One funding option would be to increase

        

access to Wisconsin Higher Education Grant

16

(WHEG) funding.&     

like graduation rates and job placement. The exact

  [        

formula and percentage should be developed with input

more than half time. Low-income students have cited lack

from the College and Workforce Readiness Council,

of funding options as a barrier for continued education.

which includes representation from all levels of state

We want to encourage adult learners to continue with

        

more education. Wisconsin could increase WHEG funding

and businesses.

        
Another alternative would be to revisit the Wisconsin
postsecondary Education Credit, which allows

CONTINUING EFFORT

employers a nonrefundable tax credit for helping fund
a studentʼs education. This credit could be

!

examined to determine whether it is working or needs to

are working hard to address these challenges and move

be improved. Regardless of how, Wisconsin should open

Wisconsin forward. One of the larger challenges

education opportunities for students that want to attend a

Wisconsin faces is a lack of a continuing, coordinated

        





   

+ 

      -

cess. Without it, good ideas will languish.
# Wisconsin should reward educational
institutions that provide excellent service to the

Although this report was written in conjunction with the

state and encourage that behavior in all our schools

/    *  

through Performance-Based Funding (PBF). PBF has

the Council on Workforce Investment and the Council on

 

College and Workforce Readiness continue these efforts

   

other states have laid out formulas that Wisconsin can

  J   ! 

follow. For WTCS and UWS, PBF should be a portion of

updates on whether these recommendations were

the base funding, starting with a smaller percentage and

implemented and/or successful, and what new ideas

increasing over time.

and goals Wisconsin should pursue.

# 

\"#

  

       
\  Only 2.6%, or $280
million of our $11.5 billion annual DPI budget goes towards “Career and Technical Education (CTE).” PBF
grants should encourage CTE and alternative education, like apprenticeships, that have been deemphasized in favor of college-prep education.
"#    

  

     

OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS
/       
    !    
issues that will need to be addressed further in the future.
#     \
of the skills gap.”

17

#          


  } % When the

# 

      we

address the criticism that a skills gap wouldnʼt

economy improves, instead of reducing employerʼs

exist if employers paid higher wages. To do this, we

UI payments to the lowest possible level, the State

    

could retain 0.2% above the base employer fee. That

in Marinette Marineʼs training program. The program is

 

 

        

   

        

Through this solution, workforce training funding wonʼt be

    

 8   

 

+ 

 



        $  
Second, Wisconsin needs to reset its tax structure.

 

!  

     

     J 



    

creation. The negative perception of our tax structure
 
 

      

    = 

 



   8 

we could shift to more consumption tax and lower

$   
|

 ~

     
    ~^

hour with unlimited overtime after a worker was proven
 +   

        

training our workforce, which made them more valuable

Wisconsinʼs economic competitiveness. This would boost

     

-  

work elsewhere. There may be companies that do not

   



pay market value for workers, but there are plenty,
Third, <&   !" & < 

like Bucyrus, that pay family-supporting wages and

through international migration. Wisconsin should

       !& <=

        
     

  % 

        
       
 

  

!       
educational attainment. Further, international immigration
           
compliment the native workforce. Immigrants have been
and will continue to be a vital component of our workforce. Helping them integrate will improve the economic
health of the state.

CONCLUSION
Our recommendations do not require governance
    
statewide plan that will address our skills gap crisis.
Some aspects of our plan can be instituted and reap
  /   
   9   
provide positive long-term results.
Successful private sector companies implement a
fact-based general plan, allow the various independent

18

entities within the organization to perform their tasks

%        

according to the plan, and incentivize them to achieve

action:

  %   
       %
        
that achieve their objectives as part of the overall plan.
%+     

? Realign our economic development organizations to
the extent practicable

? Request a joint annual report from WEDC and UWS

independent entities, but we have neither a plan nor an

on the efforts and progress of turning research

      

funding into startups

 

objectives. Like in the private sector, we must be willing
to fail and reset rather t   
ambiguous course of action.

? %  \ ; >
%  `;>%y

? Devote state funding for job training that DWD will
         
regions

? Coordinate workforce training programs at DWD
? / +   -} % 
8

? $ 7 # H 

 \

budgeting

? }+8

 

\   

? WTCS should reduce state subsidies for students that


\

? Establish Academic and Career Plans for all students
with the help of the Council on College and Workforce
Readiness

19

? =  H

 

    
achievement

? Establish core credits that will be transferred be        

? =

       \

  

? Incorporate performance based funding at all levels
of education

? The Council on College and Workforce Readiness
and the Council for Workforce Investment should
 J    
updates to this report
+       
future consideration:

? = 

       -

^ } % #  
replenished and reaches its minimal level

? 7

     

and recruitment of workers

? =     
international immigration

20



 

THE
CHALLENGE
THE NATIONAL SKILLS GAP

recoveries.”4!     
  -J    

Wisconsin, the U.S., and other countries are experiencing
 \  9 
         !      H

   5!   
      
-  =    
      

it is hurting economic competitiveness around the world.
$
The skills gap has two sources: changing workforce
needs and low levels of educational attainment.1
! -J [   \   
  H      
in teams.2(     
        
3! [  J 

\

    

      

 

      

  $ > 
? %   ^^   
more high school dropouts nationwide than jobs available for workers with that level of education.6 According to
'' "   "  "  ?  
}  %  # }%  
!  

   

that the growth of education and skills among American
!   
more pronounced in the wake of the Great Recession


workers has not kept up with growth in the labor market
demand for these skills in the past three decades.”7

J  +   

what David Altig, the research director at the Federal
7 $  J 

21

THE SKILLS GAP AND
WISCONSIN

citizens will decrease from 63% in 2010 to 55%
in 2040.
If these projections hold true, Wisconsinʼs challenge of

}  +     

   [      

7       
competitive due to our diminished workforce.8 Wisconsin

In addition to our aging population, Wisconsin is not

   #   

   

working age population due to an aging populace.

nities. For example, Wisconsin is, per capita, the number

8 

one state for manufacturing jobs.14 More than 20% of our

 -  

 J ! +   

  

recruiting and retaining workers.

    J    -

gross domestic product comes from manufacturing.15 Of
the countryʼs 50 largest metro areas, Milwaukee is
currently the second largest host of manufacturing

According to the Wisconsin Department of Workforce

jobs.16 There are current and projected job openings in

Development (DWD), due to the aging population,

    

- [    

   

         -

Y+        

 +     

      

     

manufacturing jobs.17Y+    

 

9

shrinking, labor pools.” Our percentage of residents age

        +   -

\    J   

K-12 educators tell us that students do not want to go



10 In the not too distant future, the number

+     
J   

in to manufacturing.18

^^

    11 This

!   

    

creates a challenge because older workers have been

      

  

 $     

       

 12

/  [  
openings demonstrate that the in-demand jobs in manu-

The most alarming statistics show Wisconsin is
not projected to gain workers. Between 20102040, the number of senior residents in Wiscon   "   '''
to 1,544,000. Over the same time, our work &&  *+'
3,585,000, an increase of 0.4%. As an overall
percentage of the population, our working age

22

facturing are not for workers with limited skills and
  H   [   
the need for an advanced skill set that cannot be
acquired through on-the-job training and must be obtained in a formal classroom setting in order to perform
the tasks associated with a position.”19 This means
 

         

will have an almost impossible time meeting production

needs even without a shrinking workforce.
!         +   
must adapt its policies to align with the needs of the workforce.

JOB NUMBERS
Since the recession and the last gubernatorial election,
the goal for the state has been more jobs. As weʼve
also seen, job numbers can be contentious. Wisconsin
lacks a universal and accepted source of labor market

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT23

information that can be used to provide guidance to
          
   !   


          -

 -  J  
$  | 

   

     "  '  
          
market in which skilled workers are well-matched to the
jobs that require and reward such skills.”20 Wisconsinʼs
Department of Workforce Development (DWD) is tasked
       

Current measures of the workforce are subject to
      [     
sampling techniques to account for job gains and losses.
The United States Department of Laborʼs Bureau of
; 8  `;8yz &  
= + 

 J 

       
First, DWD is responsible for tracking job numbers in the
state. DWD collects the data that is compiled into our
state and national job reports. The department also

of the quarter in which the data is collected (e.g. data
   ^  
September 27th).22
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the numbers.
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DWD is also responsible for some of the stateʼs
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addition to managing the stateʼs apprenticeship and
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data is based on economic conditions at the time the
 J  *+*-/  =   
Advisors provides state-level projections derived from the
     
projections covering the period from 2010 to 2020 later
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The slow nature of the current development of
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program for impoverished families, federal funding has
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Perhaps more curious, DWD now administers less

changes in the labor market. These shorter-term labor

workforce training funding than Wisconsinʼs Department

market changes could be addressed through the

of Children and Families (DCF), which administers the

       

+\ !""#    

degree programs to meet recognized skill shortages.

agencies involved in workforce development activities
  

 *+*

and DCF receiving more than 80% of total workforce

WORKFORCE TRAINING

development funding for the state. But because of the
rapid increase in funding for the W-2 program, DCF now

DWD oversees a number of workforce training programs

administers a larger proportion of workforce development

that are attempting to bridge the skills gap. The challenge,

funding than DWD.

however, is that workforce training programs are
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programs through multiple agencies and the wasting
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workforce programs have performance criteria that
prevent agencies from combining programs. These

Whatʼs more, a recent report on funding for workforce
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Forum (PPF), a nonpartisan think tank, indicates similar
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providing duplicative services. (Full report available at
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our workforce.
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must work with multiple agencies, which can be time
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the Federal Government.24 This funding comes with
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UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE – UI

?  }%7#8$#%~
   ^*+*    
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DWD faces a number of challenges related to the
      }% 

In 2011, DWD found that fraud affected
28,232 claimants and totaled $44.6 million
  $& 7

  -  !} 
% 7# `}%7#y 
from a high balance of over $1.8 billion in 2000 to a low
balance of -$1.1 billion in 2011. The reserve fund is
collected during good economic times to offset the bad
times. But Wisconsin, like 30 other states, did not collect
enough funding to cover the downturn.25 Federal law does

To make things more complicated, there is also a federal
provision that decreases the 5.4% credit on federal
       ~]^^^ 

not allow the state to borrow from Wisconsinʼs general
fund to cover the shortfall. Instead, Wisconsin had to
     #?  
        ~

 ^+   
outstanding balance to the federal UIRF. This will total
~      +   
  ^ J~   ^

million (in 2011 and 2012).

(0.6% credit reduction) and $147 million in 2014 (0.9%
   y }%7#   ! 
Year

Fund Balance*

Year

Fund Balance*

         

2000

$1.816 billion

2007

$734.1 million

# }%          

2001

$1.770 billion

2008

$557.9 million

in order to collect compensation. This cost is passed on

2002

$1.571 billion

2009

($141.4 million)

  %^*+*

2003

$1.202 billion

2010

($989.4 million)

2004

$914.7 million

2011

($1.125 billion)

2005

$846.8 million

2012

($857.3 million)

$832.5 million

*UI Reserve
Fund balance
on April 30 of
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28,232 claimants and totaled $44.6 million in fraudulent
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funded program has placed an increased burden on
 

  

This amount includes the Special Assessment for Interest
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ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

as to which group should be handling what services and
how resources should be directed.

If education and workforce development are aligned,
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economic development organizations (EDOs) have an
 %^}+\& &   

EDUCATION
Education has long been thought of as the ticket to a
        + 

Development and the Wisconsin Economic Development
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Institute, in partnership with the Wisconsin Economic
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than 600 groups in the state had economic development

degree is worth the cost.27 For some students, that

26
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as part of their mission. Of these groups, 53% are listed

[        
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within a local government.
In addition to increased costs, the time to complete a
%   =*/+    
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Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC),
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Investment, 11 Workforce Development Boards (WDBs),
16 technical colleges, and nine Economic Development

\ ] 
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Regions (ERDs). Wisconsin also has 12 Cooperative

that number dropped to 44%. According to the National

Education Service Agencies (CESAs) that are available

& =  8     \ 

to help schools share resources and assist in business

\     

28

involvement. This list does not encompass all the

 !    ]  

economic development groups in the state.
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consistent coordination around the state. A further
complication is that each of these organizations has a
    >      
group do not align with those of the other organizations in
#   
   +*
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to high schools that graduate fewer than
60% of students that enroll, but if we used
&   & 
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high schools that graduate fewer than 60% of students

 36 The lower K-12 student outcomes increase
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to lead productive lives if we are to keep the
American Dream alive.
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Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), an international economic organization
that facilitates an exchange of ideas between countries,
 $    

Further, we have limited education options for our K-12
     &! 

This ranks the U.S. dead last among the 18 OECD

Education.37 This is despite the fact that our job projec-

countries.31 %

tions show a need for workers in these areas. As a coun-
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According to the non-partisan American Institutes for

students to lead productive lives if we are to keep the

7} 8   

American Dream alive.

      +
about twice as much per student as the United Kingdom,

> +   -      
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most other industrialized countries in Europe and Asia.”32
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commensurate with these world-class expenditures.”33

openings Wisconsin will have between 2008-2018, more

This indicates that the answer is more complicated than

than 70% will require educational attainment less than

higher spending.
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encouraging bachelorʼs degree graduates. Wisconsin
%  J 

      

is also projected to need more baccalaureate degree

 / 

-\   

holders. But these numbers illustrate that our educational

international competition. Where the U.S. used to be

attainment is not in line with our future job opportunities.

considered number one, we now rank 14th in reading,

%       
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diverse grouping of countries like Korea, Canada, and
Poland.34!    
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countries.35 Despite our performance rankings, the U.S. is

50% of those jobs will be middle-skills jobs. Those are

ranked second in spending on students between six and

J [       
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In 2010, 511,068 working-age Wisconsin adults (18-64)

\   -
41
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 &      
   Less than 30% of students who enroll in

were working with no college education and living in

        -  

families with a combined income less than a living wage

42
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working-age adults that had not completed high school
(or equivalent).46 Weʼve done these students a great

(     
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disservice. Job opportunities for these disenfranchised
   }  

adults (age 20-24) has more than doubled. ( 

Center for Education Statistics predicts the number of
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increase (10,000 more jobs available).
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decline.48

Preparing the proper workforce is going to take more
than just making the numbers match. It will take a
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Students should be able to choose an education and

had to be academics to be successful.50 Now, mid-level

         

jobs sit vacant, while some of those former students are
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projections are correct, this problem will become worse

That is the point: students should be able to
 &   7
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We have even misled some of our students that
That is the point: students should be able to choose more
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Associated Press, with the assistance of researchers
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\  Instead of celebrating the
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report based on data from the Census Bureauʼs Current
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school, we disenfranchised two generations of non-bac-
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a total cost of $18,787.25.58 According to the Bureau of

J      
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less than $45,000, and the top 10 percent earned more

    

than $93,820.”59 Meanwhile, a 2011 nationwide report of

Wisconsin).
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population.”
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in 2009-2010.60 This is not a direct comparison, as BLS
 -   \ \\
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-Jordan Weissmann
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Jordan Weissmann, an associate editor at The Atlantic,
  '  *^ 
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degree to that of an associateʼs degree. The average net

- 

Meanwhile, according to the OECD, just 18.4 percent
$      
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cost in 2010-2011 for an incoming, in state freshman at
UW-Madison was $14,940.61 If that number remained
consistent and the student completed the degree within
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population.” Weissmann described these numbers as
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\  These degrees

would cost $45,858 less than the UW-Madison degree. 62

     *  
evidence, we still persist in placing a premium on the
\"   - 
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valuable than a UW-Colleges degree. There are

  J  

numerous reports touting the overall higher lifetime

  -  J % ]
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than the average bachelorʼs degree recipient.”
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$300,000-$1,000,000 over a lifetime). This example
illustrates that a sub-baccalaureate degree can be less
expensive and take less time to attain while providing a

In addition to some sub-baccalaureate degree jobs
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is less expensive to obtain. One example is dental
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increased job openings. >  &  \
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completers.64$ &*  7

and skills of writing in English, mathematics, reading
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comprehension, written communication, critical thinking,

Education and the Workforce, writes:
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expanding our skilled workforce and are
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For example, in computer and information
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of men with an associate degree and 54
percent with a Bachelor of Arts.65

 
      

writing in English, written communication, and
leadership.67
%       
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students, the AP reported that students who graduated
      
  J       
and arts graduates.68 So even if we get students gradu   

      

if students donʼt choose a major with job opportunities,
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Boardʼs conclusion that applied skills are more important
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ing and mathematics.69
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natives. Education reform is a complicated issue and
    =  

   

Wisconsin, we need to understand where the challenges
come from, which we will explore in the next segment.

do get the appropriate degree, there is evidence that
  -  
workforce demand. In 2006, the Conference Board,

ORIGIN OF THE CHALLENGE

an independent business membership and research
association that advises on public interest issues,
    ^^  



While the skills gap arose in part from a changing

=       -

job market due to larger economic and technological

  !   

forces, Wisconsin should focus on what it can change:

#

education. Wisconsin has three main public education
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to be successful.”66

platforms: Kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12), the
+   ! & 8`+!&8y
}   +   8`}+8y$
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there is a disconnection between student achievement

report stressed the importance of a solid math and

and available job opportunities. The root of this gap is in

language foundation.74 According to the Center for

our curricula.

Advanced Human Resources Studies at Cornell Univer &!=&! =  

 

Some of this disjointed curriculum arises from the

longer be an alternative to strong academic skills. CTE

   

students were now being required to develop their
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occupational skills on a strong academic foundation.”75

1800s, there were no common standards for college
admission, so high school educators wanted a more


70 To that end, educators formed a

!\ * =  

commission that recommended a liberal arts education
71

for all students. Because of these uniformities, colleges
72
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According to the report, we are worse off than we were

and high schools worked together to set curriculum. As

in the 1980s. Spending per student has increased, but

   

 | %   

  



   

no longer keep up a collaborated curriculum. Instead,

all students, courses have been watered down. The

high schools and colleges began setting curriculum

Commission stated that it was:

!      

>""     
“curricular smorgasbord” available to high
  7  M P
   7Q    
smorgasbord still remain, with diluted
MP"R  
names.'G

The expanding high school enrollment led to educators
realizing that not all students were capable of learning
the same curriculum. Educators began to administer
placement tests for teenagers and comprehensive high
schools were created. These schools offered different
options based on student aptitude. But this also meant
curriculum became even more fractured. After World War
II, aptitude tests, like the SAT, replaced subject matter

+ 



     

standards. Despite some recent efforts to coordinate,
\  

7  ( 7 H

together to develop curriculum.
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broke the worker pipeline. In 1983, a national education

in mind, so that we donʼt produce students who are ill

   ( 7 H   

suited to enter the workforce.
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illiterate, SAT scores were dropping, and students needed
   

  H73 The
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55% of African American students that enroll
in UWS schools need math remediation.
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Part of the UWS dropout rate comes from admitting

      

unprepared students. In 2007, UWS reported that 21%

  

\ " -

of its freshman class needed math remediation.80 That

cators to help their children achieve this goal. This in turn

number increased to 35% for students of color (Ameri-

put pressure on educators to graduate more students.77

can Indiana, Asian, Hispanic, and African America), and
a shocking 55% for African Americans as a stand-alone

Educators also became concerned with college access,

population.81 The report also showed that students that
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out.82 These numbers show that even if students do
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prepared for college.

tional debt while looking for a job. The average debt for
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completed with some debt.83 Perhaps the most pressing

=
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educational option has results in thousands of students
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sin is trending towards jobs that require less educational

 +   
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in the academic world; students who donʼt see a purpose

single occupation group will be blue-collar jobs.84 The

to education drop out.78

     
additional resources to reeducate students to make them

Further complicating the situation is that even if a student
  

 

suitable for the new workforce.

\
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Journal Sentinel article reported:



79 While some of the remaining students do

complete a degree, the extended time means higher cost
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J \ $Milwaukee
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set.85

\      
state and local spending. K-12 has the most time with
our children and sets the foundation for the rest of their
 +   -\



  

 `y      
successful in life, and (2) get students to complete high
school. On both fronts, Wisconsin has done better than

For 2011, there were an estimated 34,000 students in
+!&8 
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1. "      
need to be successful in life

+!&8        
+          

    

an education at a level equal to or above the national
$+     
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issues to address, too.

average, according to the National Assessment of
=  " `($="y($=" 
     
of what Americaʼs students know and can do in various

Challenges Facing Education in Wisconsin

subject areas.”86 The Stateʼs test results show students
       

%+       
+      
not the highest, high school graduation rates in the


\  

 $   ($="%^
score of eighth-grade students in Wisconsin was 289.
This was higher than the average score of 283 for public
school students in the nation.”87

in both WTCS and UWS. Yet, Wisconsinʼs workforce is
suffering due to the skills gap. We need to address this
           8  \  
others are unique to each level of education. We will now
 

Breaking down the NAEP data, however, also reveals
where Wisconsin is failing. Fifteen percent of the students
who participated in NAEP testing for fourth grade math
   #  \'  H
students, that jumps to 45%. Whatʼs more, the NAEP
 


K-12
The importance of a solid K-12 education cannot be
overstated. Wisconsin spends $22.5 billion per biennium

    -

8    

were below basic level in fourth grade math, 21% were
below basic in 8th grade math. This includes 62% of black
students, which is 11% higher than the national average.88
!   

      

called the achievement gap. Wisconsin has the second
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Without a solid K-8 foundation, our students have
       

Our numbers for the achievement gap are not getting
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an average score that was 39 points lower than White
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different from that in 1990 (42 points).”90

attempt to enter college.
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On top of the academic challenges, Wisconsin schools
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face declining enrollment. Between 2001 and 2006,

   %( $7 H 

almost 70% of Wisconsinʼs public K-12 school districts



students to take a slate of college-prep classes - four

experienced declining enrollment.96 This decline was

 =    

not uniform across the state. Several school districts

and social studies - which was supposed to prepare them

        

       91 Yet, more
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areas. Statewide public school enrollment leveled out,
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students between 2001 and 2006).97*  
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areas, the same percentage for Wisconsin in 2011.93
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decreased funding. Even if the sheer number of students
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education challenges before students reach high school.
Research shows that academic success can be accu   94 In fact, according to

 

 

areas are in trouble. To tie into the bigger picture, as
Jonas Prising, Executive Vice President and President
$  > ?
    

    

   

H98

the American College Testing Program (ACT):
? 

Eighth-grade achievement is the best
predictor of studentsʼ ultimate level of
    "   
  @$ 
  " #   #
or high school grade point average.
Compared to eighth-grade academic
achievement, the predictive power of each
of the other factors we examined was small,
and in some cases negligible.95

34
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reading scores would be a major achievement, but even
      
area. A crucial challenge is that Wisconsin does not have
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ment. A high graduation rate and better than average
($="    



graduates arenʼt prepared for work or college. If 21% of
students entering the UW schools need remediation in
math, what do we imagine the number is for students
 -       

+ 



     

the funding is proportionate to results. For example, look

retaining knowledge, we wonʼt have an accurate picture

at Milwaukee Public Schools (MPS), the largest district

of how schools are preforming. A student that completes

+     -

a degree but is neither prepared for work nor continuing

tion.101 MPS has 62 high schools.102 The district has four

education should not be considered a success, no matter

schools that received gold, silver, or bronze medals in

 

U.S. Newsʼs Best High Schools rankings.103 In compari-

   

son, Texasʼs Dallas Independent School District (DISD)
#   

>  "  

contains 34 high schools and is the 14th largest in the

Schools (MPS). MPSʼs graduation rate has increased

nation.104 The district contains 13 schools that received

 

gold, silver, or bronze medals in U.S. Newsʼs Best High

   \
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99&  

Schools rankings.105 DISD spends $9,073 per pupil.106

good news. But thereʼs no evidence that the students are

MPS spent more per pupil than all but three East Coast

gaining more knowledge. ACT scores went down and

districts in the 2009-10 at $14,038 per student.107`#  -
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unchanged. Whatʼs more, 78% of MPS students that

spent $10,688 per pupil for K-12 public education.)
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Juxtaposing MPS and DISD is not meant to be an apples

courses.100 As we can see, while a graduation rate is one

to apples comparison. Instead, it should be part of the
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Request For Proposal (RFP) for a statewide student data
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choose to track student information. Some programs
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data we should be tracking if there is something missing.
8    
to look at other examples to shed light on our situation.
One area of debate has been funding levels. While we
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Dallas
Independent School
District

Milwaukee Public Schools

77.3%108

62.8%109

Total: 157,174

Total: 81,372

Hispanic - 66.5%

Hispanic - 23.1%

$  $ ]

African American - 56.1%

+ 

White -14.9%

Limited English
" 

35%

9.8%

Economically
disadvantaged

86.1%

82%110

8th grade scores
NAEP Scores
(2011)

Math - 64%

Math - 41%

Reading - 58%

Reading - 46%

Graduation
Rate
Population

At or above basic

2. Get students to complete high school
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need, Wisconsinʼs second goal for our K-12 students
should be 100% graduation rate. Wisconsin often ranks
 

  

  

U.S. News and World Report wrote that Wisconsin had
the nationʼs highest graduation rate of 2009 at 90%.111
As good as that number is, Wisconsin still produces
 ^^^  
school diploma.

 

112

The consequences of dropping out of high school can
have a multi-generational effect. High school dropouts

36

Individuals who fail to earn a high school
diploma are at a great disadvantage, and
   
& !"7:   
 
       # 
" & $   
at risk of tangling with the criminal justice
    #   
welfare assistance. Even more tragic,
    # " 

school dropouts themselves, as are their
     &" 
 
&$ 7113

students agree that a high school diploma is important
for success in life.120/   

 

leave because classes arenʼt interesting.121 When asked
what could keep them in school, 81% asked for real-world

In Wisconsin, most of our dropouts are from urban
areas.114/  

  

learning opportunities.

 

among minorities. The class of 2008 had an 81% overall

Wisconsin has some real world learning opportunities

      

available, but the dropout rate and skills gap show us

'   115 We are failing
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world learning opportunities have declined. This kind of
education includes programs like Career and Technical
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Despite Wisconsinʼs strong standing in high school

  H &!=   

graduation rankings, we cannot ignore the students we

like home economics and accounting. Wisconsin has

are failing. Jonas Prising, Executive Vice President and

some excellent CTE programs in a few high schools,

President of the Americas for Manpower Group, called

but statewide spending has not increased to match job

 

market needs. Statewide, only 2.6%, or $280 million,

 

     

Wisconsin should address.”116 We know without a

of our $11.5 billion annual K-12 expenditures go

 

towards CTE.
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Another option to keep students engaged is dual

incarcerated.117

enrollment. Dual enrollment allows high school
' 

 

    

students to earn high school and college credits at the
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education for the students, but also gives them an

Wisconsinʼs high schools in 2010; the lost lifetime

incentive to continue their education. It is easier for

earnings in Wisconsin for that class of dropouts total $3.7

       

billion.”118 Thatʼs $3.7 billion dollars that could have gone

full of credits, a better idea of what to anticipate, and are
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has been involved in dual enrollment for decades. Just
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K-12 administration) and UWS announced that the two
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express reasons for leaving that could have been
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Increased dual enrollment is an excellent idea if there is
follow-through. A recent Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
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article pointed out what happens to these well-intentioned
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The report arrived with fanfare. Written
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at all campuses.
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found that 48% of respondents want their school
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We will explore options for improving

K-12 education within these constraints in the Solutions
segment of this report.

:  #schools so students could take college
courses while still in high school. A highperforming student could graduate from high
        
     7

WISCONSIN TECHNICAL
COLLEGE SYSTEM – WTCS
+      
%^^       
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two WTCS schools ranked in the top ten (Wisconsin
Indianhead Technical College was sixth and Chippewa
! & y124>   

The renewed attempt to increase dual enrollment is
   



      

despite a tight job market, WTCS graduates are still
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      125 This number is much

to Lead” taskforce has brought attention to the
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is also instituting new Common Core Standards (CCS).

    126 Further, 86% of respondents said

DPI sets the stateʼs standards, while each school board

  +    

decides curriculum. The CCS seek to avoid some of the

getting a return on their education investment.127

mistakes made in the 1980s when we began offering
a smorgasbord of classes. Instead, CCS seek to teach a

Moreover, WTCS graduates are being paid a living wage.

     *"%8  ! 

!    ~

Evers has also worked on incorporating CTE into the

and graduates with associate degrees receive a median

new standards.

 ~^128 Some programs have a starting
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median wage of about $60,000.129
WTCS is able to achieve these results while still being
   $^ %  

other education, training or work
experiences pertinent to the studentʼs new
educational programming and the technical
   <7133

&   +  `%&+y+!&8$H 
     

 



Taking this concept one step further, in 2010 WTCS

neighboring states.130 This means despite WTCSʼs open

     8  
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inclined, the colleges are able to produce results in
the form of jobs.131

J      
 \ 134 These policies are much
more focused on actual learning than the more traditional

Despite these promising numbers, some Wisconsinites

model of the classroom. Knowledge-based credits make

+!&8    9
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Despite these successes, WTCS is facing its own

+      

challenges. One area of concern is the cost. WTCS has

  !  

   

 

of services: from courses to complete a high school
[        

~  
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effectiveness.135 The cost per degree completion was
$71,226, with state and local funding per completion of

>  +!&8       

$57,071, landing us among the highest ten states.136 All of

    -

our neighboring states scored better.137

  /+!&8  
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in 1999.132!       
     !
     +!&8

shall provide maximum recognition for work
&   

&   

The cost per degree completion was
F'KKG    &
& F+''  
the highest ten states. All of our neighboring
states scored better.

7       J 
WTCS provides to the state. Through legislative action,
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Wisconsin has tasked WTCS with a broad set of

WTCS also has a complicated governance structure.

objectives. Chapter 38 regarding WTCS states:

!   

   

and sometimes individual schools, to respond to the

:   &"  
&$      
  "  " & <
 &  #     
full participation in the work force; which
stresses job training and retraining; which
 Y &     
needs of residents to keep current with the
demands of the work place and through its
course offerings and programs facilitates
educational options for residents; which fosters economic development; which provides
education through associate degree programs and other programs below the bacca  $ Z   & $ 
with other educational institutions and other
governmental bodies; and which provides
services to all members of the public.138

   %     

^ +!&8  

     
WTCS also has a low completion rate for students.
/

^ +!&8  



     139 This
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\+!&8

   #   
is hired before he completes his WTCS program, he
is counted as a dropout, even if it was his education
  J #      
students need to enroll in a degree-seeking program.
8 

   +!&8 

!   
students who transfer into UWS from another program,
       
of their education. These students also count as in   +!&8%     

This section alone is a full plate of objectives. On

       -

top of that, the statute states WTCS must provide



          

   !      

   

leave WTCS before completing their programs are

        

   

for high school students, and provide a collegiate

successful. Since that data isnʼt measured, we canʼt

transfer program, among other things.

know for sure. The best data we have from WTCS comes
     \  }  

'  +!&8-



For example, WTCS spends about 8% of its annual

   +        
 \    
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     140 The state loses about

including GED courses. WTCS spends another $14-30

~    

million of its budget on liberal arts college transfer.
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  J 

needs in their areas. Most technical college graduates
   

    

This should make the collegesʼ task easier: match classes
      8 

     [      
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not be able to meet those workforce needs.

       

 #    
Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce,
>   

- \ 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
SYSTEM – UWS

     8) 
!}   +      # >  $! & `>$!&y

   %   

has not enrolled or graduated enough welders to meet

universities, 13 freshman-sophomore UW College

the areaʼs needs. Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of

campuses, and statewide UW-Extension.141!| 

&  =   >  8  

school is UW-Madison. UWS serves more than 181,000

Int. (EMSI) data that there are over 5,600 manufactur-

 142

\

ing production positions open in the Milwaukee region.
$  ]]    J [ 

In addition to its long-standing traditional education,

a welding or machining skill. In just these two skill sets,

}+8J      -

=>8% J^>    

fering online education. In June 2012, UWS announced

    ^  ^^\

      }+| ! 

2010, MATC reports that of the 167 students enrolled in

    \

 \    

?  -}  `+?}y  

(9%). During the same period, 469 students enrolled in

   

 \     



(20%).

 \   
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higher education in Wisconsin.
As the above statistics illustrate, some schools are not
able to meet businessesʼ needs in their regions. This is
   

!}+|        
 

      } 8
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8        

jobs in their areas. Of course there are substantial chal-
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wants to, or even can become a welder. However, the

based online test, the student will get credit. Students

    

will be able to choose from a number of different models,

    
%   \

   \ 
)  J  J   +   -
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time to graduation, provide the student with the skills he

be based on the WGU pricing model and should be cost

     

effective). Students can also choose to take more

need.

traditional classes depending on what suits them.
UW-Madison and UW-Milwaukee are also research
Whatever model students choose, this degree can

    }+\>      

change the face of education in Wisconsin. Like the

     %^^}+\>  

WTCS program that gives students credit for demonstrat-

more than $1 billion on research, making it the fourth

ed knowledge from real world experience, UWS is
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143 However,

        

deals and start-up businesses.144( 



ranked 11th for options and licenses executed and

for the six-month option, and earn an entire bachelorʼs

   \    ^^

degree in that short time. We donʼt anticipate this as

which was the most recent data available.145}   

    | 

Michigan, which had comparable spending, produced ten
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Another challenge for UWS is the increasing time it takes

students enter the workforce.

   !
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cational options. In Wisconsin, there are 17,000 students

 ]!     
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that the needs of these students were not being met and

to spend more time enrolled. For example, some stu-

  >   -

   [    



However, we have heard from other students that for

         

able to further their education without breaking the bank.

   -  -
    J 

/ 

     

For example, Wisconsin has a shortage of welders. A
great deal of welding needs to be taught with hands-on
     

 

     
have to happen face-to-face. A student could attend a
       plete the other classes at home. This could speed the

42
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means Wisconsin lost $107 million on teaching

…the U.S. was dead last for the percentage
of students who completed college once
  [$" $ #  
   "$ 
1992.

  

  151

$        }+8
a statewide credit transfer or articulation program. Some
UWS institutions accept associate degrees earned in
either WTCS or other UWS schools as general education
requirements, but not all institutions have these
agreements. Under the current setup, students need to

UWS, like WTCS, also faces a degree completion

    

 #      ^^}+8-
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Students must also be mindful if individual classes

just over 65%.148!   
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website is helpful for students who plan on transferring
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^  }+8 -

would rather attend another school, it could be too late

return.149/   ^^\^^ 

 

in Wisconsin who began college but did not return for a
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grants and a cumulative $140.9 million in state expendi-

 

tures.”150!-
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Wisconsin spent an estimated $66 million
  &    $ 7
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Like WTCS, UWS also faces extra costs for remediation.

of 2006 through 2011.153/    

# ^^]\^^ +   

percent were working full time, 20 percent were attend-

an estimated $66 million on remediation at the postsec-

ing graduate or professional school and 12 percent were

+ 

     -

dents could have earned an additional $41 million. That

      

  

full-time work.”154 The report also concluded that students

43

that had real world experience, like internships, were
     + 
        
UWS student outcomes.
UWS needs to focus on preparing students for their
  *  J 
market and not educating students for the workforce both
contribute to the skills gap. Solutions to address these
challenges are discussed in the Solutions section of this
report.
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SOLUTIONS
WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT AND
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

facilitate more start-ups. Although new data reporting

Wisconsinʼs workforce and economic development go

          =*/

hand-in-hand. One can help the other. Regional alignment

and other groups. These numbers should come from

is critical to advance economic, workforce, and edu-

new Labor Market Information (LMI) software. The State

cational initiatives. We have found that there is either

should provide this software so that all groups have a

occasional or no formal collaboration between the various

common, reliable starting point to discuss workforce

economic development organizations in Wisconsin.

 !    

If we are serious about driving improvements in our state,

=*/ ;>%  

[   
}+8

  

         

think UWS and WEDC should submit an annual report on
their progress in increasing startups through research.
% +     J 

these groups must coordinate. To that end, Wisconsin
needs to organize our efforts around the nine main

Once we have accurate job numbers for the Stateʼs

economic regions, with the goal of coordinating education

nine economic development regions, our Department

and workforce development to drive economic

of Workforce Development (DWD) should work with

development.

- =   * 7   
J  %     +  -

There is also great economic development potential

sin will need to designate extra funds to workforce de-
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and UW-Milwaukee. Their research has the potential
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Corporation (WEDC) and UWS hired a person to help

should be administered as competitive grants to regions.
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Further, all eligible workforce development programs

Cooperative Educational Service Agencies (CESAs)



to name a few. In all, there are more than 600 groups



 *+*&  

agencies administer workforce development funds, which

that included economic development as part of their

           

mission.155!   

 &

    

 

organizations, as well as non-state groups like Chambers

provide a clear source for workforce development

of Commerce. We will refer to all of these groups

services.

  =   * /  
(EDOs).

*+*

 

    } -

ment Insurance (UI). There has been some fraud in the

If we are serious about driving improvements in our state,

 

it is essential that we have more consistent coordina-



tion among EDOs. As the state does not have control
# +   

     

over all EDOs, we need to create an incentive for the

form of Evidence-Based Budgeting (EBB). The Pew

groups to work together. For this coordination to happen

Center on the States has developed free software that

     

creates a stock-like portfolio for legislators regarding the

end, Wisconsin needs to organize our efforts around

effectiveness of programs. For example, the software

the nine main economic regions, with the goal of coor-

   ~     -

dinating education and workforce development to drive

force development program, that the investment is 90%

economic development. The nine economic regions are:

    ^^   ! 
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and Thrive (see Chart 1).

      
These nine regions were established to align similar
economic initiatives. For example, the Milwaukee 7

REGIONAL ALIGNMENT

region has a manufacturing emphasis, where New North
focuses more on forest product industries. These regions

Regional alignment is critical to advance economic,

should lead both economic and workforce development

workforce and educational initiatives. We have found that

regional initiatives with the support of the various EDOs

there is either occasional or no formal collaboration be-

   !     -

tween the various entities that pertain to these disciplines



in the economic regions of Wisconsin. This includes our

  $    -

larger nine Economic Development Regions (EDRs),

   

Workforce Development Boards (WDBs), small business
development boards, and

46

  =*/     

!    

Matching the funds encourage regions to share resources

aligned with the nine development regions with the

and pull in more partners. In return, Wisconsin should see

exception of southeastern Wisconsin where three

a bigger return on its investment.

development boards are in the M7 economic region
`&y!     

We further recommend that an economic development

with several of the development regions with a few

group needs to be represented on all economic boards

exceptions (see Chart 3). The 16 CESA districts corre-

  [  #   >  "

spond in a large part with the 16 technical college districts

Technical College is split between the New North and

so there is similar alignment between these entities (see

&  >  "

&y

       

     

the geographic boundaries of the development regions
`&y# }+
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       J 
education, workforce, and economic development
entities around the state. Each of these organizations

     

shares economic development as at least part of its

        

mission. These groups need structural centers of shared



as the UW presence is overlapping in some areas of the

initiatives, which should be the nine economic develop-

state and sparse in others.

ment regions. Wisconsin should encourage coordination


  \ 

We recommend that the 600 plus economic

         # 

development organizations coalesce around the nine

grant recipients must demonstrate good outcomes as

economic development regions. EDOs should be

 *+* [       

     | 

  

+!&8;  +   =   
Development Corporation should work together on
this task.
Once the maps are realigned, the nine EDRs need to take
the lead in economic development, workforce development, and job training. EDRs should work with the various
    J   ! 




  =*7

  -

petitive grants from the state to close the skills gap. The
regions will suggest initiatives that coordinate the efforts
of their economic partners. If a region has a good idea
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Economic Development
Regions (EDRs)

Opportunity North EDR

Grow North EDR

Momentum West EDR
Centergy EDR

No EDR

New North EDR

7 Rivers Region EDR

Thrive EDR

Prosperity
Southwest WI EDR

48

Milwaukee 7 EDR

WBDs and EDRs

Northwest

Bay Area

West Central

North Central

Western

Fox Valley
W-O-W
South Central
Milwaukee
Southwest
Southeast
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Technical Colleges
(WTCS) and EDRs

Wisconsin Indianhead
Nicolet Area

Northcentral
Chippewa Valley
Northeast Wisconsin

Mid-State

Fox Valley

Lakeshore
Western Wisconsin
Moraine Park

Waukesha
County Area
Madison Area

Milwaukee Area

Southwest
Wisconsin

Blackhawk

50

Gateway

CESAs and
Technical Colleges

12
11

9

8

10
4

7

5
3

6
2

1

51

School districts and
EDRs
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University of Wisconsin
(UW)

UW - Barron
County

UW - Marinette

UW - Marathon County

UW - River Falls
UW - Stout
UW - Eau Claire

UW - Marshfield/
Wood County

UW - Green Bay

UW - Stevens
Point

UW - Fox Valley

UW - Manitowoc

UW - Oshkosh
UW - La Crosse
UW - Fond du
Lac

UW - Sheboygan

UW - Baraboo/
Sauk County
UW - Richland

UW - Washington County

UW - Madison

UW - Platteville

UW - Milwaukee
Area
UW - Waukesha
UW - Whitewater

UW - Rock County

UW - Parkside
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TURNING RESEARCH INTO JOBS
The two largest public research universities in Wisconsin
}+\>  }+\>    
into the State. In 2010, UW-Madison spent more than $1
billion on research, making it the fourth largest research
    

The universities have made progress in this area.
}+8+=*&J    
vice president for economic development to strengthen
  }+8  
statewide, and to connect researchers among the various

156!     

campuses to drive statewide economic growth.”162 This

grants. While research funding is a good thing, UW>          
deals and start-up businesses.157( 

 `^ >   }+\>  y



hire will also allow for collaboration between the UW and
other State agencies.

ranked 11th for options and licenses executed and 14th
  \    ^^ 
was the most recent data available.158!}   
Michigan, which had comparable spending, produced ten

Another good example is that UW-Milwaukee and UWMadison have partnered with Wisconsinʼs largest
 )  &   
for batteries for high-tech cars.163 The collaboration aims

\    }+\>  - 159

   
Turning research into startups is important for a few rea #         
in our state. Second, these start-ups can create jobs.
For example, if a UW school is able to develop a new

+    

H \    164 This
project represents the kind of strategic investment and
resource sharing we would like to see grow to scale
around Wisconsin.

medicine, like when UW-Madison created Warfarin, the
   \ 

     

drug manufacturing jobs in the State, but could help with
spin-off industries. These start-ups have the potential to
represent a much-needed economic boost to the state.

We request that WEDC put out an annual report
comparing the number, type, and location of
start-ups generated from UWS research money.
We further request that UWS report on the number,
scale, and type of business collaborations it is participating in throughout Wisconsin.

UW-Madison is associated with the Wisconsin
$  7#  `+$7#y+$7#
    }+\>   
these technologies to leading companies in Wisconsin,
the United States and worldwide.”160 The commercializa-

REAL-TIME LABOR MARKET
INFORMATION (LMI)

        
of at least 283 startup companies,” which contribute
  ~   8-  161 This
is good, but as the comparison between UW-Madison
}   >   
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Since the recession and the last gubernatorial election,
the goal for Wisconsin has been the creation of more
jobs. Our current measures of the workforce are subject
       [     

sampling techniques to attempt to account for job gains

J        

and losses. To have an honest starting point for debate

pages. The software then de-duplicates listings to arrive at

 +   

an accurate number.

   

one real-time set of jobs data. This is the starting point for
     +   

Even if jobs arenʼt posted on the internet, new software
         

7    

accurate job projections. The cost of this software has

real-time labor market data. In addition to providing a

also been decreased, making it a viable option for states.

   

  

State millions of dollars. For these reasons, Wisconsin

This software could help Wisconsin in both the short and

needs real-time Labor Market Information (LMI), paid

 %  

   

for by the state that is available to all citizens. This

       

information should be housed at the Department of

jobs. For example, the State of New York that implement-

Workforce Development.

ed an LMI software package at the end of 2011. Within
 

!

 %   ;>% -
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hired using the service.167

      J   
resumes placed into public and private labor exchanges.

!         -

It is real time because it can be based on data pulled from

sites, like Monster.com. Those websites are job posting

%   %    

 !    J 

         

   J  

trends, emerging occupations, current and emerging skill

skill sets. If a person applies for a job and is rejected, the

requirements, and market-based demand for education

    

  H165 Wisconsin could use this software

J# -   

    J     J -

a job as a machinist in Marinette, WI, but isnʼt hired. The

`       y   

   

The state could also use the job projections software to

als that were hired, allowing the applicant to see what

determine future requirements and use that data to inform

skills machinist companies in Marinette value. If the soft-

  

ware shows that machinists hired in Marinette have taken

      -

a college level algebra class and the applicant has not,
;>%     

    

several reasons. One reason is that internet job postings

he or she can take that class.



now account for 70% or more of all openings.166 In some
markets, like retail and construction, that number jumps to

The machinist example is an illustration of the bridge

;>%    H [   

between our short term and long-term goals. LMI software

a process where the software collects job postings from

can provide short and long term career and academic

55

counseling. Short term, we want to get people back to

    

work. LMI software is capable of offering career guidance

must better align program offerings and course

for the immediate job seeker, as well as projecting

curricula to the needs of their local labor markets. Deci-

vacancies within six to twelve months. The hope is that

sions on which programs to offer and what to teach in

  -J   



       

 

    -  

ongoing demand for workers in a particular occupation or

  

    H!    

make a career move.

           +  An example of a career move might be a welder who

 \

       

Academic and Career Learning plans (discussed later

grade and perhaps less arduous working conditions. The

in this report), so students have accurate information

 

regarding career opportunities.

  



      

earn with such a career move, if he would need to move,
Ten different colleges in six states (CA, KY, ME, NY, IL,

and what education or skills he would need to attain
 [    ! 
   H % 





see the job possibilities in the next six to twelve months,

!y    & + 
program.170 After examining these programs, JFF plans to
release a guide on LMI software that will:

  [      
   J      
   
;>%        
!  

     

directing workforce training dollars to assisting in the
development of K-12, WTCS, and UWS curricula. In fact,
one national group is piloting a program that uses LMI

$  &  
  " #    Z
]$    $ ^_`
vendors and products most active in the
 #& Z q$ ^_` 
its emerging role in complementing traditional federal economic and labor statistical
 7'

        ) 
for the Future (JFF), a group that develops career and

8       

     ;  

educational institutions, WTCS, UWS, and our K-12

) #

   & + H168

Credentials that Work uses LMI software in part to

school boards should use LMI software and this guide to
help establish their curriculum decisions.

     
  

    H169

%        
J           

In a 2011 news release, JFF program director John

;>% 

*  %     

 7+   [  
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Brookings Institute describes this approach as both a

Wisconsin Job Service.172 That also includes the job

  H!     

posting service www.JobCenterofWisconsin.com. If

while the stick is the threat of losing UI insurance.

instead Wisconsin had LMI software, UI claimants could

"      

be required at the time of application to upload a resume

   }% 

to the new software format. The more robust job matching



capabilities of this new software could allow job seekers to

()  

  [   

 }%

  ( 

}8~\   174 For

using LMI software. Compared to its old method, the state
^^       

claims.

  $  }% 
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claimants into three categories: (1) claimants with skills

of LMI software users that got jobs were collecting some

that are in demand, (2) claimants that have transferable

other form of government assistance (like food stamps),

skills and so could get on the job training, and (3) structur-

 

     173

documenting the connection between multiple government

&      

 ;>%   +    

 J 

  

openings that match their skill set, while claimants in the

 

  

) & +    !    

    

existing state worker training programs. Those claimants
could also be informed of education opportunities

 8J   

supporting the Job Center of Wisconsin website is
       
 J  

available through WTCS and UWS.

DWD launched www.JobCenterofWisconsin.com in 2007,
Claimants
with skills in
demand

Jobs that match
exact skills

Claimants with
transferable
skills

Jobs that match
transferable
skills

 J  J    
   ) & +   J 
openings posted to partner websites. Since its inception,

Job Seekers

the Job Center of Wisconsin website has grown
        
website from 108,000 to over 150,000, an increase of

Claimants
that need
reeducation

Worker training
programs

^  
However, one core weakness in the website is the lack of
        

Other education
opportunities

    J   J 
   [   [ 
  J   
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!   *+*    

our economic development entities, like the Workforce

 *+*

Development Boards, the Regional Planning

    

that the website can better support DWDʼs mission of

&   

  *+*

  J J !

expertise to look at the data, research what is working

series of focus groups in De Pere, Eau Claire, and

for other states, innovate and implement workforce

"      

solutions for the state.

seeking suggestions on what improvements should be
made to the website.

Encourage a Federal Government Role

Businesses supported changes that would streamline

# +   

        

ment to institute LMI software nationwide. The Brookings

  J  }    

Institute estimated it would cost the federal government

*+*   \      
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improvement.
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right direction to bridge our nationʼs skills gap.
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Back-up/Additional Plans
(;>% 



  

technical colleges and other economic development

+   -'     



believe the numbers are accurate, the data can also be

 ;>% %  
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its resources to corroborate LMI data without adding
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Contribution Report.
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department could also drive collaboration between
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will have an easier time meeting our workforce

          

development needs if efforts are coordinated through

     

 * +  

 J  

+        

Development.

demographic information like educational attainment and
    
Wisconsinʼs workforce, including trend information that
shows changes in the workforce. This data would be
   

Coordination of
Workforce Training

 

aggregate to show the state of Wisconsinʼs workforce and

+        

provide recommendations to meet labor needs. This op-

through nine different State agencies, as well as UWS

 

and WTCS. Because of this division, job seekers and



   ;>%    

    

of the job numbers are critical.

   

   

    
In 2012, PPF produced a report regarding workforce

JOB TRAINING

training funding in Wisconsin. The report shows that in
addition to making the process complicated, the division
      88 

Using the proper jobs data, all participants should be
          

duplicate similar services. Housing our workforce training

available job opportunities. LMI software will provide this

   

information. We cannot address our worker shortage with-

and cost. There would be opportunities for combined

out focusing on our current labor force.

funding, which could increase the effectiveness of

      

    
At the state level, most of Wisconsinʼs funding for
workforce training programs comes from the Federal

"     

? % "  "  #  `""#y

workforce training. Wisconsin gets more than 90% of

report showed that Wisconsin spends $403 million per

its training dollars from the federal government. Federal

     ~]     

       

 +      



with strings attached, which means the funding isnʼt

Whatʼs more, federal funding in Wisconsin has decreased

| 

 ^ ^`  

 -# 

        

       

Wisconsin Works program that includes a large amount of

distributed through nine different state agencies, WTCS,

       J   

*"%!  -       

to direct worker training).
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performance. Different programs have different outcome

|            %  

measurements. This is true even when the programs

legislation becomes law, state workforce agencies will be

     } 

able to reduce administrative overhead through reduced

  



 



! 

 

reporting and compliance requirements.

     

regardless of whether the funding is from the federal or
Once programs are consolidated, DWD should align

state government.

   

  + 

All workforce training programs should be consolidated,

          



  

    *+*  

    ! 

  !     

        

(1) this is in the DWDʼs area of expertise and (2) DWD

requirements and creates a hurdle to programs working

         -

together.

ing.
The lack of aligned performance measures also
If consolidated, DWD would administer six programs:

        >

(1) Transitional Jobs, (2) the Adult, Youth, and Dislo-

state agencies hire service providers instead of conduct-

cated Work Workforce Investment Act (WIA) Program,

ing workforce training programs themselves. Disparate

`y#

   

8= !  `y 

   

Department of Corrections (DOC) workforce training

   

      

programs, (5) WTCS workforce training programs, and

different outcome measures. Further, agencies and

`y+   + `+\y   

      

Department of Children and Families (DCF).

not for what best serves the needs of citizens, but for
what looks best on paper.

At least one neighboring state is consolidating its
     / 
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a consolidation plan that would combine 77 existing

the state. Administrative burdens would be reduced,

       $ 

allowing DWD to focus on the stateʼs workforce needs.

      / -    

As weʼve seen from job projections, better than half the

     

state jobs in 2018 will be middle-skill jobs. Our workforce

development and set workforce priorities to reduce

training programs should be focusing on this percentage

duplicated services.

     

There is also a movement on the federal level to consolidate programs. Congress put forward a proposal to
collapse 33 of the 47 federal workforce training

60

    

Increase state funding of workforce
development

/  
established, the data will be divided into the following
  `y      `y

Once DWD has oversight of all workforce development
programs, it will need more state funding. State funding
  |    

     `y 
        
(4) the number of workers entering and exiting mid-



be used to supplement federal funding to increase

career, (5) the number of people working in clusters with

positive outcomes. Further, state funding can serve as an

  `y    

incentive for our regional workforce development boards

re-entering the occupation. This data will allow us to

to work with DWD.

        
Charting this worker pipeline would enable DWD to

Measuring Job and Funding Needs

anticipate skill needs and prioritizing resources to mitigate
the skills gap.

/;>%   +     
updates on workforce needs. In the meantime, however,

> = (

we need a different approach using outdated census data.
Competitive Wisconsin, a consortium of business, educa-

   *+* 

tion, agriculture and labor leaders in the state, has com-

      

  >        

   # 

[       

      ^^^^^

high-skill occupations.

welders and the demand is 105,000 welders, DWD can
 

       

>       H 

 #     >  

common skill sets that occur across industries. For

^^^  ^^!  

example, a nurse will need certain communication and

^^ ! ^^   

    $        
        
 

DWD would work with partners to provide training to those

J    J     ^^       

it is possible to determine the current and future career

       

demands in an indicated skill cluster.
Targeting resources in this manner focuses spending
In the case of the nurses and home health care aides,
   +

     9   

  of workers based on short- and long-term needs. When
Wisconsin has LMI software, DWD can continue to use

      
     !  



         

this model. This would allow decision-makers to base
funding allocations on short- and long-term skill needs.
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This information would also shed light on the various vo-

      176 In tight

     \ 

         

and skilled workers.

more with less. Although EBB is not a new phenomenon,
       ^^-

DWD could also use state funding for regional competi-

sion.177%   #/  >-

tive grants in an attempt to coordinate workforce develop-

agement and Budget director Peter Orszag, EBBʼs goal is

ment efforts. For example, DWD could offer a grant to a

    \  

workforce development board that partners with the local

ones that get mixed results and shutting down those that

  }+     

are failing.”178 This makes perfect sense to most business

J  !  

owners.

 J    



and working together. This kind of funding would also al-

EBB is being instituted at both the state and federal

low the state to prioritize funding where it would be used

7/     

     

         
^  =179 Wisconsin has also tried
EBB in certain situations. In 2009, the legislature allocat-

EVIDENCE-BASED BUDGETING

ed the Department of Corrections $10 million to expand a
   \  180 The state

!          

contracted with national experts to train its staff in admin-

     

 &  " & H  
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 ! 

of it to go around and changes must be made. If done

grams.181

          
short term and provide a solid foundation for quicker and

=  /    

more effective future growth.

challenges is limited staff resources.182 Staff needs time to
gather data, develop strategies, and make recommenda-

The simple approach is to make wide-sweeping cuts

tions regarding expenditures.183$   -

  '     

        

|       

the gathered data to inform spending decisions.184

also because it weakens the entire organization. Reassessment of expenditures must be fact based, surgical

7     

and strategic in nature and organized in a fashion to

these challenges. Although methods of EBB have existed

insure a return on investment.

in the past, new computer software means it doesnʼt have
  %   

= \  `=y   [ 
a rigorous evaluation of whether government programs
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     185

%^ &    = \"  

   !+  8%   

wrote:

"  "  `+8%""y   
     \ 

:   "    &  
researchers to conduct randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) at low cost could
$ Y  &  " 
$7q?:  !
be the most credible method of evaluating
whether a social program is effective,
$   "  
other, more common methods to produce
 $$ 7`   
researchers have shown it is often possible
  <  q?:   
 # " 
& 7?  "      $
        &&
(e.g., student test scores, criminal arrests,
health care expenditures). These developments make it possible now, more than ever
"&      
evidence about ʻwhat worksʼ to increase
government effectiveness.186

    \^189 The board that
governs WSIPP includes equal numbers of legislators and
staff from both the Republican and Democrat parties,
two appointees from the governor, and high-level staff
from four universities in the state.190 WSIPP gets its
projects from the legislature. The group then uses its
           
    \ 
 191
Most of the WSIPPʼs research has been in the criminal
justice area.192 Since the mid-90s, the state has experienced a crime rate lower than the national average and
estimates a cost savings of $1.3 billion per biannual
      
prisons and making it possible to close an adult prison and
J      H193 Pleased with the results, in
^^^   +8%""  
 \    
childhood education, prevention, child welfare,
mental health, substance abuse, and public health.194
After noticing Washingtonʼs results regarding criminal

These tests have been used with positive results on ev-

justice, the Pew Center on the States contracted with

           

+8%""   

   

   \     
In the U.S., Washington State is leading in their efforts

and lower correctionsʼ costs.”195 An outside panel

to implement EBB. In collaboration with the Pew Center

  

on the States, Washington is developing a cutting-edge

Convinced of its completeness, Pew, along with other

research model for EBB.187!     7 

support, helped other states implement the EBB. Whatʼs

First.”188

more, Pew is following in Washingtonʼs footsteps,

   196

        
# 7 # H  

care, housing, Pre-K-12 education, mental health, public

63

assistance, substance abuse, and teen birth-prevention
programs.

197

     
stateʼs bottom line.204

+ =  
+8%""      

198

Fourth, WSIPP then evaluates its model for potential
inaccuracies in the projection.205+8%"" 

WSIPP works in three basic steps: (1) assessing evi-

> &        

  H   

        

 `y -

     

!     

      `y     

          

        



estimates and assumptions change.

199

     

 

of some of the basic assumptions were different than
predicted.”206

!\      !
process can be broken down further into seven steps.

Fifth, WSIPP takes the potential models from the

#        

> &     &  

 +8%""   

7 H!  \



potential variables to know whether it was too inconclu-

       

  \ 

200

This helps eliminate bias

         



sive to be included in the model.207

201

8 +8%""     
8 +8%"" 

  

produce a good return on investment. This is the whole

-  \ # 

crux of EBB. Effective programs can remain or perhaps

    

have different funding, while ineffective programs can be



education programs to predict the programsʼ success in
  

eliminated.

      

improving studentsʼ academic success, and reducing
substance abuse in participating families.”

202

=

+8%""    

effective and ineffective programs, it goes a step
further. For the seventh step, WSIPP compiles something

Third, WSIPP predicts the future cost to the state to

akin to a stock portfolio for legislators. This portfolio

produce the predicted outcomes devised in step two. It

           \  -

     

cation method.208"   

 `   

   -     

  

     y9 \  9
projected returns on-investment.

203

one basket.

The model then

     8 

%       +8%""

   

maintains a close relationship with the legislature to

64

   

  209 The group doesnʼt

7 # H`"+8%""   y   

        

     \  

understand.210!      

 - '

request follow-up studies.211

        

 

  

 +8%"" \   
to their own policies and programs, creating opportunities

Washingtonʼs program has had three main positive

    7 # H   -

 `y  \  
on evidence, not anecdotes, (2) the data has helped

   ^\-

     `y  

   

makers have been able to look at spending long-term.212

      H220

+  8   7%  

%       \ 

WSIPPʼs data-driven method to institute bipartisan

    +   

          



child abuse.213>     

    \  # +-

towards its successful home visit programs, with

 8   

  +8%"" 214 In fact, 13

developing a legitimate model, focusing on corrections,

other states have started integrating the WSIPP model:

and the Pew group is willing to help states implement

Connecticut, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,

the software. For Pew to offer help, states must meet

 > (>  (Y 

three criteria: (1) Demonstrated high-level interest (letter

Oregon, Texas, and Vermont.215

      

 

(      =

    ?  y`y$ 
needed to run the model, and (3) Available staff with skill

Wisconsin has even tried the model, albeit in piecemeal
 =  ;# 8

sets needed to operate the model.221

 "  

Affairs at UW-Madison published a working paper titled

Wisconsin should reach out to the Pew group and

8 =  !$  

<  " "  ! XZZ  # 

%  +   $&  $ H216

analysis. Governor Walker should send a letter of

! +8%""\   

[ '

determine results.217 The graduate students noted that

and data are available to make the project a success.

 +8%""  +   

  



     }   +8%""-
      
at an answer.218 This did not produce a perfect result, but
researchers were able to determine where comprehensive data was lacking in the WSIPP model so that it could
be incorporated in future calculations.219

EDUCATION
Education is the foundation of workforce development.
Education, like workforce development, starts when we
 !   

65

so critical for the economic health of Wisconsin that we

     ^

    

common credits. This will allow students to move around

  

 | 

         

 

enter the workforce.
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\  

future is providing them with accurate information about

 -    
  - 

their options. The bridge to this information should be an

  $  -

Academic and Career Plan (ACP). An ACP is an individu-

          

   +     

   \  



from institution to institution.

  

$&"  -

dents to assess their strengths and interests and direct
them to how their education and career goals can be at-

$    \   -

tained. All information is provided on the backdrop of ac-

ers is opening Wisconsin Higher Education Grant

 J         

(WHEG) funding to non-degree seeking students. Cur-



  [       

        

$  $&"        

enrolled in a degree-seeking program. This discourages

students, parents and educators, to businesses and com-

 \       

     \  

      #  

opportunities for students that choose take them.

    

 

continue with more education. This is behavior we want
The second step after students have chosen a post-

to encourage. Opening WHEG funding to non-degree

              

seeking students will help.

  !      |     
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# +   

  /   |    

that provide excellent service to the state and encourage



      

stackable credentials. These credentials allow students

  

    

this is through Performance-Based Funding (PBF). PBF

   



/   

       

 

of measuring time spent in a seat. Stackable credentials

and other states have laid out formulas that Wisconsin



can follow. For WTCS and UWS, PBF should be a por-

       

and encourage adult learners to further their education.

   

tion of the base funding, starting with a smaller percent    # 

\"#

$  |        
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 |      

+ -

consin. To this end, Wisconsinʼs public schools should

66

       -

established.

"#    

    -

tors, like graduation rates and job placement. The exact

 \ \  ]`y 
(2003).

formula and percentage should be developed with input
from the Council on College and Workforce Readiness,
which includes representation from all levels of state
        
and businesses.

INCREASE TUITION FOR
STUDENTS THAT ATTAIN MORE
THAN ONE DEGREE
;+!&8J  ^^^ `-

CREATE A CONTRACT FOR
FOUR-YEAR COMPLETION
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problem is not unique to Wisconsin. But some schools
 

\ \   


 [         

education.

\ !}   

Minnesota signs a contract with students stating that if

We propose increasing tuition to reduce the state

students, through no fault of their own, cannot complete

subsidy. This approach is consistent with the structure

    

9}   

+   ?%=    

cover their added tuition costs. UWS should offer

[         ^^

students this same guarantee.

remission of standard academic fees (resident tuition)
and 100% of segregated fees for 128 credit or 8 semes-

/      

    

  $    ^
  ]

  

savings of $83.7 million and tuition savings of $82.6 mil-

ters, whichever is longer.222 (It should be noted that the
        
 #?%    

 

state limit.)

lion based on data from the Delta Cost Project data. Not
all savings would be realized, as not all students would

#       

   

have a degree is consistent with tuition setting practices

    

the potential for saving millions.

of the UW Regents because the State provides a greater
         

%       }   

graduate training.

Minnesota would encourage students to complete degrees on time. This would save the State, the students,
`   y  
     }+8
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pare its results to Ohio, where the state was able to

67

manufacturing and health care. Nevertheless, we hear
UW-Madison Fee Differentials

Resident

Non-Res.

from K-12 educators that parents, students, or both are

% greater
% of
than
Non-Res.
Non-Res.

UnderGrad.

$4,832.50

$12,707.38

38%

163%

Graduate

$5,684.58

$12,563.70

45%

121%

not interested in these careers. We believe this lack of
       
      /
plan to address this challenge is though Individual
Learning Plans, which we will refer to as Academic
&"`$&"y$$&"   
establishes a set of learning goals and objectives for an
individual student.”224 Further,

MBA

$6,412.58

$13,375.70

48%

109%

Law

$9,838.54

$19,402.30

51%

97%

Medical

$12,224.50

$17,388.25

70%

42%

Vet Med

$9,283.42

$12,921.18

72%

39%

Pharm

$7,719.82

$13,948.66

55%

81%

Assuming even half of the 3,495 FTE students are
    

\

 \   `  
that segment are part-time), the total direct cost for the
remaining students are estimated at $5.8 million. That
amount includes $0.8 million in state funding, $3.3 million
in local funding, and $1.3 million in tuition and student

|M|?]P &  &   
studentʼs strengths, challenges, interests
       
&      
maximize his/her learning potential within
a given classroom setting. This resource
     
  "  
education process into all aspects of
professional and personal life.225
!   



  |   
    |     
achieve academic and career success. Modern ACPs,
completed online, provide these opportunities wherever
      
or at home.

fees.223
In all, 35 states are piloting or using ACPs. So far, 22

ACADEMIC AND CAREER PLANS

states are mandating ACPs. ACPs have shown such
promise that Wisconsin should require ACPs for
    ! &  =

We know Wisconsin is facing a skills gap and this gap
 J    > cadeʼs jobs will be in middle skill jobs, like subsets of

68

These plans should share a common, statewide
framework. Further, ACP data should be integrated

into the new statewide data system to allow the state

  !        

to determine whether the plans are helping students

^ 

or how the process could be improved. Because these



plans are so important and because schools will soon be

     H227

    

!    

$&"    

engage in the career navigation strategies needed to

     

       -

         

7& +  
Readiness Council

      

228

The group found:
The College and Workforce Readiness Council (CWRC)
 

 $&"   

)  ^$      



had not made formal recommendations to the full
committee. However, the initial evidence supporting
ACPs has created a strong comfort level for us to issue
this recommendation with the caveat that further research
   
+    

Students who become more competent
in self-exploration, career exploration and
career planning and management are more
$    "      $    
better grades. In other words, efforts to
&& "    
results in the social emotional and academic
# "     7

of Joan Wills. Ms. Wills founded the Center for Workforce Development (CWD) at the Institute for Educational

(   $&"  

;  8 "  

    

226

Fellow with CWD. +      \

   $&" 

  $&"   #/ 

from dropping out of high school.

*   = "  `/*="y! 
covered 14 schools in four states. Although ODEP

$&"       

     

and teachers to come together. Research shows that:

students, with additional support services added for
children with disabilities. The states were chosen because
$&" + 
        &+7&
!  $&"# 
create the connection between what students are learning
and their plans after high school, whether career, college,

all three parties perceived that engaging
M|?]P $ ~ 
being more strategic in selecting a program
of course studies that aligned with self      
 & $ $   
their future aspirations; (b) selecting more

69

rigorous courses that will be more attrac$    Z 
(c) establishing better communication and
relational connections between the school
and home.229

} +     
[ $&"   %-  
value question.” Research supports that students will
do better with ACPs that focus on academic and career
 ![     
of ACPs enough to require their implementation.

The student planning process has been so well received,
in fact, that educators do not object to the state requiring

If states did require all student participation, schools

     

 +   H
This involved a phasing-in period that allowed schools

?   +   

 [ 

    $&"!  [      

$&"

'  
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 8

   +

   

time to adjust to the new goals. Wills said schools want
help organizing and providing best practice suggestions
$&"   
connection between academic and career readiness.
>   [  
      
Will said that statewide implementation of ACPs needs

!

 +      

8 ? 

to be handled with strong professional development
support, marketing, and communication with districts.

ACPs into their schools. These schools are developing
best practices that could be scaled statewide. Some

+  $&"

schools use private companies that provide ACPs as

   

an online software program. UW-Madison and WTCS,

including the ACP software and career labor market

in partnership with groups like DWD, have developed

information data. Wills described the supporting software

two different ACP software programs. The WTCS

as essential for monitoring how students, parents, and

  + &" }+\

educators are using ACPs and whether the plans make a

Madison program is www.WisCareers.com. Each option

difference. She also highlighted the need for a common

offers a different approach to ACPs. Wills expressed that

framework, which will allow for cost savings and also

         

  

     

crucial data tracking, which Wills said is lacking in some
other states.

Another question is whether ACPs should be required.
This question includes whether all students should

%      [    

participate. For example, should students with learning

$&"+     

    %;" 

    $&" 

 $&"!    

shouldnʼt even bother. Otherwise, plans will have no

other states.

     
meet institutional goals. Instead, she suggests making

70

ACPs part of the studentsʼ regular routine, either being
           
periods. Students requested that at least 2-3 times per
week be made available for them to work on their ACPs.
Wills believed an adequate amount of time could be 45

Students/
Parents

minutes per week. Some schools have integrated ACPs
into their curriculum so that setting time aside is not


ACPs

In terms of who needs to be involved, the answer varies.
+  
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Educators

Businesses

      
 

    

partner.
ACPs can be visualized as a triangle. The three
points of the triangle are (1) parents and students, (2) educators, and (3) businesses. Two counselors that spoke

When considering educators, Wills said there should be

to the CWRC subgroup expressed that businesses can

 H 8 

be excellent partners in offering options for students to

teachers, while others used guidance counselors.



Regardless, the best practice was keeping one point of

 $&"      

career camps. Career camps involve students working

 

for businesses over the summer with the intent of gaining

of high school.

  !

 = 

 





 

offerings keep students interested in careers because

    

planning doesnʼt inspire the kids, but hands-on learning

all staff must be involved in implementation of ACPs.

does.

+    

    

needs to be done in order to meet the college and career
8 

    

 ?      

requiring parents to come in for a conference with their

the plan has been one of the challenges other states are

student to talk about the ACP. One school in Wisconsin

still addressing.230

requiring parent participation saw about 70% parent
participation. Another school that with optional attendance
 

   

Another question is when ACPs should be implemented.
Most schools begin introducing students to plans in the

71

 

   

We further believe implementation should be phased

    +    

in to coincide with the new statewide data system.

  H 
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 \

#    $&"

    $

begins its plans in the 6th grade as students transition to

  

middle school.



  $&"

231

Wisconsin should begin administering ACPs in
There are some unanswered questions, but we are

the sixth grade.+      

  +    

best time to begin ACPs, other schools have experienced

provide answers, as have other states before us.

success beginning in middle school. Emerging research
      

Recommendation

career planning, but until proven effective, middle school
implementation is the path to follow.

There are clear answers for some of the questions
surrounding ACPs. First, the authors of this report

CWRC should investigate the remaining questions

believe ACPs should be required because we value

and make recommendations to the legislature

the opportunity to provide all students in Wisconsin

by the end of this year.z     -

with access to such a fundamental educational tool.

tices for professional development and involvement,

Further, research has shown that with proper support

and determining whether or not to exempt certain stu-

        

dents, are part of a complete and effective ongoing

to statewide implementation. Proper communication

implementation plan.

from the state to the school districts and local educators
establishes the importance of ACPs for student success.

There are several reasons for the timing of CWRCʼs

=           

 # +   

their schools.

than possible to implement ACPs based on potential

   

 8 $&" 



CWRC should investigate best practices for ACP

available as soon as possible to be integrated with the

software and implementation and make recommen-

 ! 8  

dations to the legislature. After legislative approval, the

recommendations, the more time students will be with-

Department of Administration should then procure the

out the software. Third, Wills research will be vetted and

software for Wisconsin. Having one software package is

  /   !   

essential for tracking statewide student progress and to

an implementation guide that CWRC can use as best

   8 

practices to help schools.
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$&"     

students have accurate job data. Wisconsin should use
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the aforementioned LMI software to work in conjunction

      J 

with ACPs. Students need the most current and accurate

 -    

data available to inform their career and college

success.

decisions.
This data does not mean students shouldnʼt go to a
\ +        -

STACKABLE CREDENTIALS

 

\   

are projected to earn more over their lives. But we should
+        

 

acknowledge that not all students are prepared for or

    =    

 

      

at education and workforce development as a life-long

   

\

%
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process. Citizens should be provided on-ramps and off-

training.232

    



   

 
%      [ 
worker can earn an education, the quicker that worker

One educational on-ramp is stackable credentials. Stack-

   $?  }  
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     \ J H240
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  233

These programs connect pre-college academics to
career-technical coursework.241

Associate degree holders earn $42,088 per
 234 Someone with a bachelorʼs degree
 ~^^235

/      
that integrate remedial education into occupational skills

!  

  



 242 There are two main components to the

the same amount as workers with some college, but

stateʼs program, which is based on best practices around

no degree.236&   



     

individuals to get remedial academic education and learn

  237!    

       

/ #   

J \    

  

skills.238!     

          

      

things at once: get remedial education, attain technical

  

   

   ! 

average and below average grades.”239 This is great

skills, and earn college credit. Second, credentials are
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Allowing students to stack credentials provides on-ramps

Once stackable credentials are established, WTCS and



UWS should work together to ensure those credentials

\

  

 

pursue further education.
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partnership on curriculum and standards.

      
continue their education elsewhere.
!   \    tant to the two generations of citizens that were lead to
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ENCOURAGING MORE
     
DEGREES

\

!       \}+

+- +   -  J 

8

going to be middle-skill jobs, which are jobs that need

%^^    

}+\8\  

]

      

\

were full-time enrollees.244 These numbers were consis-

degree. To that end, Wisconsin should encourage stu-

 \245 The average age of a WTCS
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dents are recent high school graduates.246!

     

 



     

 

       

 

them back.
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juggling work and school is too much.247 In fact, 71% of
   -    
     >  
 

tem of stackable credentials focusing on technical

     

!    #<*  ""   =
Further, the systems should develop classes that

-

   248 More than

WTCS and UWS should collaborate to develop a sys-

  

school themselves. Almost 70% of students that didnʼt
         

donʼt require hands-on training to be available online
through the UW-Flexible Degree Program (discussed

!     ^    

below). Providing classes through the UW-Flexible

        

   |    \ 

believe would make college graduation feasible: (1)

adult learners require.

making it possible for part-time students to be eligible
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program. There needs to be a better solution.

lot”); and (2) offering more courses in the evening and on
 

      

 `]  

 HyH

One potential solution is that Wisconsin could revisit its
"  =  !& 7  
 +  #  !& H

Cost
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the credit whether the student is full-time or part-time,
   +
recommend having the tax credit increase to 35 percent if

The state has been working on improving aid options
for Wisconsinʼs students. The Governorʼs Commission

     ` " y
   

     

on Financial Aid Consolidation and Modernization

shortage, derived from current LMI data. The colleges

     

    

 "       

     

Wisconsin Higher Educational Aids Board, the adminis-

tuition to the college for that student to the Wisconsin

   -   

Department of Revenue.

       

in consultation with the presidents of UWS, WTCS, and
the Wisconsin Association of Independent Colleges and
}            
\      
challenges are resolved.

Schools will also be able to keep tuition costs low
      8
      




various consortiums. We would like to highlight two
promising ideas.

For example, the Wisconsin Higher Education Grant
(WHEG) Program provides grant assistance to

!     !\ 

undergraduate residents enrolled at least half time in

that cannot be taught online, like certain welding or

   }   +   

machining skills. The mobile labs have the components

Wisconsin Technical College, and Tribal institutions.

of a hands-on classroom, but are in the back of a large

$   % +    

 !      

+'=?    \  

to the students.

  

 



 

 \ '    

Northwest Technical College has partnered with the

      

$+  *      

       

manufacturing lab. The lab is equipped with the latest

75
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schedules which would allow them of course times

 

to continue working. The new UW Flexible degree

 -

 

update their existing labs. The idea of a mobile lab was

       

offered as an alternative idea to serve a larger group of

main reasons: (1) it should be more affordable than the

students and a broader region at a cost of $320,000. It

traditional brick and mortar options, and (2) it tests

will serve 240 students from 20 different schools in one

       

' 

8    

       

earn up to four college credits from working in the lab.249

then test out of a subject area.

Although this solution was developed for high schools,

%    |  

        |    



hands-on adult learning. WTCS schools could partner

  ' +

with economic development groups in their regions to

?  -}  `+?}y     

build more mobile labs. These labs could also create

 

$    -   



   

|         
and that have to travel great distances to reach their lo-

The UW Flexible degree should model itself off of the

cal technical college labs.

successful WGU program. WGU offers online,
 \ +?}

The second option involves a more creative use of

more than 30,000 students from all states, including

existing infrastructure. In the Milwaukee area, schools

Wisconsin.250!     ~^   

        

~^^     

the increased needs for health care graduates. At the

classes and tests as the student would like to take.251

same time, however, unused hospital space sits vacant.

$             

!

   ~^^  252
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Overall college costs have increased more than 400% in

8

 



      

      

liabilities. The schools wouldnʼt have to expend millions

increase of less than 150 percent.253=   

of dollars building new facilities and the hospitals would

   ^^ 

        % 

and seven percent since 2009. 254(^  -

        

       

their degrees and enter the labor market.

a factor that would have helped them complete.255

#   

8       
   !    

The second change that students thought would help

+?}-    

    

WGU graduates met or exceeded their expectations, and
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100% wouldnʼt hesitate to hire a WGU graduate again.256
Moreover, 94% of students would choose WGU again,
while 96% would recommend it to their friends.257
%      
}+8 

  

!  

   [  

who enroll as freshmen, sophomores, and
&& Z    
"   
Z 
     "   
7: tion provided below is derived from these
memoranda.259

students who attend class in a traditional campus setting.
!          

STATEWIDE CREDIT TRANSFER
SYSTEM

       H
!   +     /"$7
report. Just over 17,000 students transferred into or

+       

  }+ ^^\^260 This

         

is an increase of 14% from the 2005-2006 academic

course credits with them. Those credits are transferred

261 Since the data is not kept, we donʼt know how

through articulation agreements, which are institution-to-

     ' 

institution contracts that allow students to transfer credits

    [  

 \}+      +!&8 

    

  }+    258 For

receiving institutions to award more transfer credits.262

# ! & 

$  }+  7   

 }+\?}+? 

   ^!  }+

the credit students earned from FVTCʼs English 101

 +   -     

course. If FVTC does not have an articulation agreement

programs where articulation agreements could be

 }+?  = ^

established.263 This is good news, but it is not enough.

!}+8-/  "  $ 7

%        

(OPAR) has published an annual report on undergraduate

       

transfer students since 2007. The report:

institution to another. Because we donʼt have the data,

  

arguments for more liberal credit transfer are based on

provides a wide range of data related to
transfer students including the number of
 "   $
Z $     &
$  " stitution; the percentage of transfer students

anecdotes and common sense. If we assume that each
student that transfers loses 3 credits (one class) then
the cost of imperfect credit articulation is $9.1 million
annually ($4.6 state subsidy and $4.5 in tuition).
+           

77

In states like Ohio, Texas, and Washington, the general

The author concluded that:

education requirements for an Associate of Applied
Science (AAS) are part of the same general education
that traditional transfer students take.
%^>&     
  &   & 7 .
&  +   
! =[ 8 H   ^^&
}=  }   8
&



 &  

education curriculum for AAS students and for students
$$$   8   
general education units that AAS students earn in OH,
TX, and WA are guaranteed to transfer.”264 Not so in
+     

 

the 16 technical colleges is not guaranteed to transfer.
!      -
technical college students are enrolled in a technical
college that does not offer a guaranteed transferable
general education curriculum, leaving them with few if

…the legal code in Wisconsin unintention  &&"  
the number of collegiate transfer programs
that can be offered at technical institutions.
:& #&   
&  &    
:  ?         
on the ideals of trade and apprenticeship
 7`& $
"K    
  $  
      &&  KL~
with the largest percentages of ethnic
    
colleges. Allowing all technical colleges in
Wisconsin to offer a transfer program would
create numerous additional opportunities for
minoritized students to transfer.”KG'

   H265
Although we understand the authorʼs argument, WTCS
&   

needs to be focused on technical training if we are to
meet Wisconsinʼs job needs. We propose an alternative

Highlighting elements of transfer policies
  < " < "   
7$< "  &  
  7:  
  
 &   $ $< " 
&   7  
 $$ " L
Texas (2), and Wisconsin (0).266

solution that would allow WTCS to focus on
  !& 

!  \

a universal core of transferable credits.
Other states have dealt with credit transfer in a num $8 !  }+7   
and Operational Flexibilities just completed a review of
Wisconsinʼs credit transfer and articulation process. This
    }+\= 
& 7& -   ! 
on the credit transfer and articulation:

78

\   "  $
decide whether or not course credit should
transfer. This is appropriate because
   " &  
and should have control over the curriculum
at their institutions. When forced to accept
transfer credits from other institutions,
   " $ <
      
 7Q    
members are the ones who make decisions
regarding credit transfer, Chancellor Cross
stressed the importance of communication
"   " "
institutions where transfers are most
#  7

        
   |      
%    H/
decade, Indianaʼs Commission for Higher Education
`%&'=y & ! ; `&!;y 
85 courses.269 All CTL courses transfer to all public
institutions.270>    



to participate.2717%   
    \ \ tion core.” This law will allow students to transfer a block
^        272
%)  ^%&'=&   !; 
  8-8    ' 
Education and Workforce Training. As Lubbers
 (      

Although he opposes the creation of a
    " 
Chancellor Cross did recommend the
creation of a “credit bank” which would
be made up of a small number of lower level
  "$  "   &" 
the Wisconsin technical colleges. Chancellor
Cross also said that there should be statewide policies for articulation agreements
as well as a “boilerplate” agreement that
 "" & 7?   
Cross stressed the importance of articulation
agreements and said that these agreements
are a solution to credit transfer problems.268

     
    
distribution requirements of credits. The legislation also
   

\    

confusion among institutions and students, alike.”273
Like Indiana, we recommend that WTCS and UWS
develop a block of basic credits that can be
transferred throughout all the Stateʼs public postsecondary schools, and any private schools that choose
to participate. We further recommend the systems
develop a common course numbering system for at
least the courses in the common block of credits.
The systems should issue an annual joint report to
the legislature updating their progress. !
should take advantage of the new UW Flexible Degree

We think there should be a credit bank of lower level

   



education courses.
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+!&!       
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time, Ohio chose to guarantee that schools could not

PERFORMANCE-BASED
FUNDING

     280

8    J    
;>%     +    
working towards a common goal. The next step is to
allocate resources through evidence-based budgeting.
Then Wisconsin can increase institutional effective  

   

 

through performance-based funding (PBF).
"#      
institutional performance. PBF is comprised of (1) goals,
(2) measurements, and (3) incentives.274 Goals are
state priorities, like increasing the number of college
graduates. Measurements are tracking progress towards
  %      
   '   
and incentives will help institutions coordinate efforts,
      

"#   

/   %  
    
garnered bipartisan support for PBF. Between 1979
and 2007, more than half of the states implemented
PBF. During that time, 14 discarded the practice, and two
have since reestablished the program.281 More states
     282$  
The Lumina Foundation, The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, College Board, National Conference of State
Legislatures (NCSL), National Governors Association
(NGA), and Education Commission of the States (ECS)
  "#   

schools. Ohioʼs central goal was to raise educational
attainment. In Ohio, this meant graduating more
students, retaining a greater portion of college graduates,
and becoming a net importer of workers with college
degrees.275 For the main campus, the school was measured and rewarded based on successful course and
degree completion weighted towards graduating at-risk
students.276 For the graduate and medical education
schools, PBF was based on a number of factors, includ   
expenditures.”278 Regional colleges were measured
 

      

colleges were rewarded in part for completion of blocks
of 15 or 30 credits.2797   

80

    

boost college completion.283
Even other countries have used PBF.284?
seen that with increased PBF comes increased
    

# /  "#   

   

285

>-/  "  $  
PBF in three forms:
&" ~]   
a funding formula is linked to outcomes
such as number of students meeting credit
milestones or graduating. The formula can
"
$   &
missions or give preference to low-income
or at-risk students. States implementing this
model include Indiana, Ohio, and Tennessee.

 Performance-based: Encouraging improvement in campus performance
through a separate portion or “set aside”
  &&& 7] $  
&   &  
    \  
   
colleges.

Using the guidance of recent research, Wisconsin can
       "#

        
Stateʼs needs. Not all states use PBF for all postsecond

8  "#    

     

Wisconsin should institute outcome-based PBF for
      

\



Given the amount of research indicating immediate
positive impacts, and the dire workforce needs in
+   

 Performance Agreements: Achieving
results through negotiated agreement between the state and institutions regarding
"  #  7^  
this model.”286



      "# 

WTCS and UWS. In the future, Wisconsin should also
use PBF for K-12 education.

% "  " \
Funding
Researchers have conducted numerous reviews of the
 "#/ 

practice to other agencies. Wisconsin should begin with

 

"#      

&`&&7&y&   }    

positive short- and mid-range impacts. Wisconsin can

    "#

     H  "# 

immediate and lasting positive effects on education.290



\

 &   & 7

      
There are immediate, intermediate, and long-term

CTE participation and graduation rates.

impacts to PBF, although the long-term impacts are not

" \#   "  
Schools

as well documented. Immediate results include a change
in funding, increased awareness of state priorities,
increased awareness of an institutionʼs own performance,

!   "#  
education in 1979.287 It has retained PBF ever since, albeit in various forms. Other states, like South Carolina,
   "#
    

288

Having

and increased status competition.291 Increased awareness
    -    \| 
about student outcomes and the causes of those
 %    
     8  "#

learned from past mistakes, discussed in more detail be-

caused schools to focus on output and encouraged them

     \

to start pushing towards the common goal of improved

funding 2.0.”

289

performance.

81

The intermediate impacts consist of organizational
           

&

 8}  8 

      

 

296

planning, improvements in academic policies and
practices, and changes to student services.”291 Increased

#   "#

         

that educate the best students and punishes schools that

|  

292

Improvements

 

allow open access.297 Newer state PBF methodologies

in academic policies meant schools enacted a range of

   / 

changes, from consolidating like programs, to eliminating

       

low-enrollment programs, or programs that did not lead

have open admissions are measured on improvements

  #    

and not data at one point in time.298



few graduates or whose degrees did not lead to jobs on
Floridaʼs Targeted Occupations List were shut down.”293

A related concern is that schools have different starting

Changes to student services involved, among other

  "#  
299

-

improvements: easing registration to increase student

ing from a higher baseline.

satisfaction, more counseling regarding classwork, and

^  

job placement services.

294

For example, if a school
  

have as much room for improvement, and therefore room
for additional funding, as a school with a 60% graduation

As for long-term impacts, the data is inconclusive on
295

the impacts of PBF.

However, initial data shows that

rate. Washington State responded that, regardless of
starting point, schools can do better.300

  \ #   
        

Shulock also writes:

will occur if Wisconsin institutes PBF. We can draw on
the success of other states. Further, with better data
   

 "#   

to ensure outcomes match state goals. We cannot afford
to wait for conclusive long-term data on PBF. Instead
we should position ourselves to adopt a successful and
|   

Obstacles/Concerns
There are legitimate concerns surrounding PBF that
+   

   + 

from three decades of other statesʼ trials and errors.
*(8  "  =  *   
%   ' =  ; "  
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:   #   
actual because even those colleges that
 $"# $  cess agendas have been doing so at the
margins with grant-funded and other “bou<;&  && 7` 
the challenges nationwide that performancebased funding is being used to address is
that states have had little success in scaling up their student success efforts. There
 #     " " 
“move the needle” to such a degree that
  "   $  "  
approach that rewards progress.301

Shulockʼs argument highlights what we believe is true
+   

  

individual efforts, but these efforts need to be scaled so
  
!     
measurable, such as intangibles that help students get
J       302 Therefore,


 &  7 
 "    
 7\ &     
know that 80% of its budget was based on
\:M  P K 
" &&     
of progression and success measures for
which the college has the data.310

-     

 +-    

This solution means that some schools, dependent on

 $      

        -

     
"#[  #     
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   H    311

depleted funding.304   -    

However, other states have learned that for postsecond-

parties on both sides of the aisle are less inclined to

      -    

allocate funding without regard to measurable outcomes.

outcomes.312 Whatʼs more, in tight economic times,

% "#  305 According to

states that allocated bonus PBF abandoned the prac-

8  %+    

tice.313$8   !    

existence of the incentive funding program has prevented

is that incentives for student success must be part of

       

core funding to reshape institutions around student

 H

306

success goals.”314

Related to this concern is that PBF will destabilize
education funding.
substantiated.

308

307

This concern has never been

In fact, enrollment-based funding

Another concern is that PBF holds the education
    
investments.3158     

     "#309

outcomes can best be improved through shared account-

Shulock explains how more states are addressing this

   

concern:

this effort are developing statewide goals and plans that

   !  

       

M  P"&  
&    "  !
base allocation formula to factor in prior

    H316 Education, like all state
funded programs, should illustrate measurable outcomes.
*         

83

PBF in education, Wisconsin should start with PBF for

makes the outcomes worse.322> 

all levels of education. PBF should be built-in funding for

    "#   

        \

a base amount that schools will receive.323 Whatʼs more,
8      

$        

assumption that the full complement of a collegeʼs

  8   

resources should be directed toward increasing student

incentive to care about student outcomes.

317

This is not

success. Under that approach, even low-performing

the assumption behind PBF. Schools are composed of

colleges would have considerable resources to devote

    J    

to improvement.”234

PBF is a mechanism to focus the attention of all people
involved on the needs of students.

!     
produce the optimal information needed for PBF.235

*  
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  "# ]+         
 \

$  

earlier in this report, Wisconsin should be using the most

        -

;>%      

 #     

J  !     

that students need more counseling, and PBF rewards

  +   

        -



         

providing the most complete data.326

  

   

     

less-fruitful endeavors.318
# 
The next concern is that colleges should not be judged


      

319

While

     

    "#  

 

to evaluate. As noted earlier, initial and intermediate

         

successes are both documented. Long-term research is



not conclusive.3278  

        

success.320 No PBF formula can ever envelop 100% of

process to look at what did not work and make changes.

       

The challenge we face now is no different than when

are best practices colleges can use for providing student



counseling. Further, students are asking their colleges

our methods to ensure the best funding approach.

for more direction.

 "#     

321

Recommendation
Colleges are also concerned that a quick change to PBF
         [ 

"# 



sulted in version 2.0. We recommend Wisconsin use

84

         

   -

the experience of these other formulas to tailor PBF
to our stateʼs needs. Wisconsinʼs College and Work-

        
*     

force Readiness Council (CWRC) should develop PBF
formulas for K-12, WTCS, and UWS schools. CWRC
should present its recommendations to the Governor

4.   

 

metrics will be used.

and Legislature for their consideration.
5. Hold harmless at-risk populations; incentives must be

Crafting an Effective Performance-Based
Funding Formula

fair.
6. "    

Drawing on experience from other states, CWRC should

as the design of the performance-based funding

make recommendations to the Governor and legislature



for how to craft and institute PBF. CWRC is in the
best position to develop these plans as the group has
representation from the legislature, executive branch

7. " 

    \  

to make a difference.

and private sector in addition to WTCS, UWS and K-12.
Wisconsinʼs independent colleges are also represented


       

8. Determine how much of the budget will be dedicated
to performance-based funding—and whether the
sources will be new or reallocated.

CWRC should use the following guidelines, which are
based on the success and failure of other statesʼ PBF

9. Determine a mechanism for allocating performance-

experiences. In 2011, the State Higher Education

based funding dollars. Should it be built into the

=  / `8'==/y

    / \  

 

following ten points for states that want to use PBF:
1. Tie performance-based funding measures to the
public agenda for higher education. Without goals,

    
10. * -         
    328

 \     
exercise.
2. = 

We will examine each of these points in turn.


     

the success of the initiative.
3. Use different metrics for research and comprehensive

1. Tie performance-based funding measures
to the public agenda for higher education.
Without goals, performance-based funding is
   

85

Wisconsin should tie PBF into the higher public agenda,
which is in part creating an environment for jobs. All

4.   
about how metrics will be used.

institutions should be provided LMI jobs data and work
towards educating students for potential career

Tennessee, the state that has sustained PBF the longest,

opportunities.

uses ten weighted measurements.329 Wisconsin should

2. =     
critical to the success of the initiative.

    

5. Hold harmless at-risk populations; incentives must be fair.

As with point one, point two relies on LMI job data.
Good data is critical at the input phase and the tracking

$ H         

phase. For tracking, DPI is in the process of adopting

having funding decreased below a certain amount. As

 

mentioned above, Ohio chose to guarantee that schools

 

  \  +   
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which could be removed after institutions have had time

%   -

 +!8}+8

   

          

        

  

3. Use different metrics for research and com        
  *   
audience and levels.

6. "    
as well as the design of the performance  
In addition to developing the PBF formula, Wisconsinʼs
CWRC should review its implementation. For the same

K-12 performance measures should be geared towards

reasons noted earlier, including its varied representation,

its two main goals: producing competent graduates and

CWRC is positioned to provide feedback on

educating students for either further education or a ca-

implementation.

reer. A successful WTCS student completes a credential,
   J    

\    $

successful UWS student graduates and is either placed
in a job or continues to a graduate-level education. The
portrait of a successful student should guide performance measures at each level.

7. "      \
funding to make a difference/ 8. Determine
how much of the budget will be dedicated to
performance-based funding—and whether
the sources will be new or reallocated.
+ ]   

At all levels, the measures should also be tied towards
addressing our skills gap and high need job areas. This
  ;>%   

86

hand-in-hand. In Wisconsin, the amount allocated for
"#

     #  

2013, UWS has an approved budget of $1,109.8M of

which $890.7M is in general program operations. UWS

tion grant in the amount of $2 million for their biennium.

has total budget of about $6 billion. PBF from the state

/ 



Wisconsinʼs schools teach.334 We think this amount will

  ?"7  

 \   

is what the state allocates. The same is true for WTCS

encourage schools to partner with colleges and busi-

and K-12.

nesses to bring CTE back to the classroom. If the grant
is successful, the amount could be increased in the next

&      8  -

budget.

pared to overall funding, we recommend at least 5% of
   

"#   

+   
have allocated too little funding to see results. More
extensive research and input from institutions would be

9. Determine a mechanism for allocating
performance-based funding dollars. Should
       
Or designed as an add-on or categorical
  

   +  
some states are allocating a much higher percentage. For

PBF should be built into regular state allocations for

!-  [ 

several reasons. Allocating PBF as part of the base fund-

the state link 45% of its entire operating budget to PBF.331

ing insulates these resources from changes in the state

Tennessee is awarding 100% of its funding for universities

 $   &   & 7

      -

Center,

sures.332
Due to less extensive research, PFB for the K-12 level


   

   

grant process. State support for K-12 education is $5.8
     
school aids.3338

~   

 

   

budgets to CTE. Considering the job opportunities in Wis-

  &  
as part of the basic state funding formula for
   
 &     #&
cutting. If state funding goes down, performance funding declines as well, but it is not
eliminated.”335

consin, CTE offerings need to increase. School districts
   &!=      

$        -  

  

desired outcomes in other states.336 (This did not include

 

  

without. At these school districts, the spending was just

 \  y#      



 

$

  

    

exact amount, we believe the state should offer $3 million

  

total dollar increase even as other programs are cut.337

in competitive grants to encourage schools to build more
robust CTE programs.

10. * -      
        

;/ -  &!=  -
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This makes sense based on Tennesseeʼs recent experi!        
formula, which blurred funding lines.338 Keeping the lines
          
state funding will be allocated.
Using these guidelines, CWRC should be capable of
producing Wisconsinʼs own PBF version 2.0. Other
states have used similar boards to make recommendations within about six months. Our council should be able
to do the same.

CONTINUING
EFFORT
!



   

working hard to address these challenges and move Wisconsin forward. One of the larger challenges Wisconsin
faces is a continuing, coordinated effort. We believe that


      + 

 



ideas will languish.
Although this report was written in conjunction with the
/    *  
Council on Workforce Investment and the Council on
College and Workforce Readiness continue these efforts
  J   ! 

  

updates on whether these recommendations were implemented and/or successful, and what new ideas and
goals Wisconsin should pursue.
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OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS
FUNDING WORKER TRAINING
THROUGH UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE

this report would be incomplete if we were to present
issues regarding our workforce without discussing taxes.
Similar to the skills gap issue, a number of states face
 [     

$         


  } % `}%y

competitiveness. Jon Shure of the Centre on Budget
"  "    \ +  

+        -

*&    
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Wisconsin has a unique tax structure that Richard
&+   - 8 

opment.

Department of Revenue, likens to an old car thatʼs still
+        -

rolling down a hill due to inertia, but will run into problems

 ^ }%    

when it has to climb back up.340 In Chandlerʼs opinion,

     ! \  

+-

      &   
 }%   

 

advocate for this change now. However, if we can reform

  +   



           
and jobs, including changing the stateʼs tax structure.”341
We agree with Chandler.

}%    
            

Wisconsin has earned the reputation of being one of

to what it should be funding: job training.

   

!!

Foundation, a Washington D.C. think tank, has ranked
      

TAX STRUCTURE

    ] 342 The Tax
#
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-   343+   

89

~]   344

+   -       
  349 Our middle-class

While total tax burden is an important element of a

  \  

-     

trailing New York.350# 

enhance or harm a stateʼs competitiveness.345 In 2011,

Wisconsin ranks in the lower third of states.351

 

 \  

]+8        
data from the Tax Foundation, the Census Bureau, the

$+   -  

Federation of Tax Administrators, and the Mercatus

   

&? > }  346 The report listed

  $

Wisconsin as the fourth highest state in terms of total

strides towards improving its business climate, the Tax

taxes paid as a percent of income at 11%.

Foundationʼs State Business Tax Climate Index ranks

    



+   

us 43rd. This ranking is important for Wisconsin as the
+   -     

United States Department of Labor reports that most

      

mass job relocations are from one U.S. state to another,

%     

rather than to overseas.353 Our state is losing out on eco-

than the national averages.347 In 2009, Wisconsin

nomic growth to other states. While lawmakers are able

 ~]      ~

to offer tax credits and other incentives to companies,

billion in personal income taxes.348

     354

Overall Rank

Corporate Tax

Individual
Income Tax

Sales Tax

} 
" !
Insurance Tax

43

32

45

16

21

32

45

42

44

36

34

26

28

45

13

33

43

44

41

48

32

25

35

36

18

49

11

7

44

30

Wisconsin

Minnesota

Illinois

Iowa

Michigan

Source: The Tax Foundation.
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The State Business Climate Tax Index is helpful, but is

structure deemphasizes the impact on the whole

not the complete picture. For example, the numbers do

          

not take into account user fees and revenue generators
like vehicle registration. Also, the formula does not report

Shifting the burden to sales tax would help Wisconsin

that for combined state and local-option sales tax, Wis-

  #  

consin is the lowest in the Midwest and 40th among all

  \H    

states.355 Our sales tax is 14% below the national aver-

 8  

age.356

control over their taxes because people have choices





   

    ! 

  -

7   - +   

  

 

from sales tax. Third, we would increase revenue from

      

   

   

       



\ \

  "    

  !  J    

the most visible and most disliked of the major taxes.357

associated with tax reform.

!      
#  ^^     

In a 2010 report, Chandler made a request of the Beacon

the Stateʼs income tax was the fairest tax, and just 18%

Hill Institute, a nonpartisan research organization associ-



    358$  

ated with the Department of Economics at Suffolk

      +    -

}  & '    

   

several methods of restructuring Wisconsinʼs tax code

higher than normal wages to compensate for higher state

     ' 

  

reductions: (1) reducing personal income tax, (2) reducing



 `y     360
/       
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burden to consumption tax. Even if Wisconsin rebalanced

     

  \ `  

    ^   ~  $

increase or decrease), restructuring the tax code could

 

create 10,000 jobs.359 This is because our current tax

!    

Reduce personal income tax
 
  ^

%




  
 ^^^^

Increase of 9,960
jobs, disposable income
~^ 
~
billion
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passage vote in both houses of the legislature.362

period.361 We believe Wisconsin can restructure taxes in
      

  

reduce government services. Although the formula does

8    
  +

 

     ' 

take a broad view of our entire tax structure as opposed

    

to taking a narrow look at personal income and sales
 $ '   

$^^=Y

  $  

one form of tax impacts other taxes. Therefore, we need

Milwaukeeʼs Relative Business Tax Burdens” supports

to examine the complete tax structure. Restructuring the

 '  =Y

tax code can be a daunting task, but it is vital for Wiscon-



>  

           

sinʼs economic competitiveness.

 +     
burden, Milwaukee is one of the least competitive
       J \

IMMIGRATION

      
Wisconsin is not able to meet our current workforce
The report concludes that for Wisconsin to be

needs and the challenge is increasing. Our workforce

competitive with other states, it needs to reduce business

  J  ^^

tax burdens. Due to the complicated nature of taxes,

^^# +    - 

this will have to involve changing multiple taxes, like

talent it needs to keep pace with traditional and innova-

   #   

tive workforce needs. We are a net exporter of bachelor

  +   -   

degrees, and students entering our workforce are not

    

  





 -363

the higher individual tax burdens. Therefore, these taxes
         

To address this problem and bring in new talent, states
    

\ \ $  

We are not proposing an overall tax increase. Instead,

we recruited from Kansas to Ohio and south to Tennes-

a revenue-neutral model, such as the one researched

Y    

 ' 

to recruit a handful of workers. This anecdote is

 +   -   

competitiveness without changing state funding. Ulti-

    \

     

third of the U.S. population lives in a different state than

   +   

  364$ 

  

        ;   
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365 We have to

these positions with U.S.-born workers.370

Even a national migration, although helpful, would not
+   - 
     366
According to the Federal Reserve:

Further, even if we are able to retrain Wisconsinʼs entire
      
J         J

      $ 
    && & 
have also entered a period of continuous
       
  7_   
       
have trended down as well.*G'

925,000 jobs created or replaced between 2008-2018.
!   

     

peaked in 2010 and is projected to continue declining
through at least 2035.371
%      JJ    
  J %    
   ;    

$        
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skilled immigrants hire more American natives, too.372 A
 

 ^^   

Even if we could attract the right number of workers, we

advanced degree, 44 additional native-born Americans



were hired.373

      

   

skill sets.
'       
Immigrants, however, often possess different skills than

contributions. A 2011 American Enterprise Institute (AEI)

     

  

For these reasons, we believe that Wisconsin needs to
implement policies that welcome legal immigrants into out
state. Wisconsin should also encourage meaningful immigration reform on the national level.368

%   ?

 =  

&    \   
counterintuitive to encourage more people to come into
our state. Nevertheless, increased immigration would




     J  -

   &  
    $" 7`
2009, the average foreign-born adult with
an advanced degree paid over $22,500 in
federal, state, and Federal Insurance
?"| \`?|    
_     
 $"  Y
government transfer programs like cash
  &  "  
_ 7*'L

tinued to sit vacant.369 This ranges from high skilled jobs
(doctors) to labor-intensive jobs (roofers). Regardless of

%      

   

         375' 
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skilled immigrants contribute more than their lower-skilled

Current and Future State of Immigration

immigrant counterparts.
There is a common misconception that immigration is
=     

   382 While the federal government has

       $   

  J       

National Governors Association (NGA), a bi-partisan

        | 



integration, as well as the economic, social, and civil life

 ?      

leadership and the sharing of national best practices,



of immigrants.383

lesser-skilled immigrants are indispensable in the workforce.3768    \    

In 2011, states were frustrated with a lack of federal im-

 \  =^^\ 

migration reform and instituted a record number of new

nonagricultural immigrant workers hired resulted in an

policies of their own.384 Although that number sllowed in

additional 464 jobs for U.S. natives.377

^     385 The National Conference on State Legislatures (NCSL) and the Council on

! }8     
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8? `&8?y  |    


          

for states.386

size of the workforce, creating more job opportunities for
 !       

' 

different skill set that complements our American work-

        -

force.

migrants387    

 $  -[    

         #       

   $^   "

     378 Older research

7&
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  # \

  \  379 However,

saw it as a change for the worse.”388

  



-       -

there was never research to show this was permanent.
Further, even if this was true, there is evidence that

Regardless of perception, the U.S. immigrant popula-

immigration encourages U.S. natives to upgrade their

    7    $ 

skills through additional education or training.380 This

         389 In

would encourage native-born workers to shift into

fact, almost a quarter of all children in the United States

 \/    

have foreign-born parents.390 Of those, 80% were born in

            

the United States and are therefore U.S. citizens, regard-

       
stronger economic growth.381

94

less of their parentsʼ legal status.391

%         
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      398 Immigrants,

have had a decline in our under-18 population, had it

   >    ^ 

not been for the gain of 5.5 million Hispanic and Asian

      399 Demographic



392(        393
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(      

=

 

   

+   -        

=

 

overall population and 16% of the workforce, immigrants

human labor is still needed.401

comprise 18% of small business owners.394 Their businesses brought in $776 billion in sales in 2007.395 Small
      +   


^^^^  ^^

businesses.396+   -    
2.4 million people.397

In a Milwaukee Journal Sentinel article, one farmer
commented that he had to hire immigrant workers not
     
immigrant workforce has a commitment to the job that


-    H402 Without immi-

     
 $ -* ; 

 

* 403

Immigrants will continue to have a
Wisconsin Illinois

Michigan Minnesota

growing impact on the U.S. workforce.
According to Brookings Institute Senior

Foreign-born Share of
Population

4.4%

13.7%

6.0%

6.8%

# $ 8  
  ^
immigrants and their children will be the

Foreign-born Share of
Labor Force

5%

17.4%

6.9%

7.9%



    -

labor force, which would otherwise begin
to shrink around 2015.”404

Number of Foreignborn Business
Owners

4,339

48,425

16,744

6,327

Wisconsin will also see immigration have
   7

Foreign-born Share of
Business Owners

^ 



schools have seen declining enrollment in
4.5%

21.8%

10.4%

6%



  

     J   
^^^405 This means that without
Source: Immigrant Small Business Owners, pg. 24.

immigration we have fewer workers
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$  +       
boomers exit the market.
% +   [     
 \      
!=  }       


 &    &  proving the conditions in which immigrants
reside and work, setting high expectations
and helping newcomers reach them, and
<    
opportunities for civic participation.L'

}8     

    %     

%       

    

productive citizens and the strengthening of their

    

and competitiveness.”405 Although immigration is also a

   408

federal issue, Wisconsin can enact state policies enticing
     

!

But as the report noted, immigration is a controversial,

even if Congress remains gridlocked on the subject,

    409 Public opinion is mixed

Wisconsin can position itself for economic growth and

   # J   

competitiveness.

public has endorsed measures aimed at restricting the
|          

Realities of Immigration

citizenship for illegals.410 Even more people (78%) favor
stronger enforcement of immigration laws and border se-

$ 
"  7

 \* %  

    



  411  `]y         

 

immigrants. Without a coordinated effort, some

      [ 

      

  

strain local resources and create rifts in communities.406

 

    

  J 412

The report outlines what helps immigrants assimilate into
   

This data suggests that citizens donʼt oppose immigration
in total, but that citizens would welcome immigrants

For immigrants, the process of assimilation
and integration involves learning English,
"  
  
&&    "
  7` 
also means understanding and sharing core
civic principles and coming to see oneself
as a member in full standing of a new politi  7\  & 
means protecting newcomers from

96
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 +        



         
all citizens.
!        +   -   !  

 

      
 $) ^      
    8;

    

immigration in urban areas.413 Using U.S. Census data,

>    +   -  

         

as mid-to-high skilled. In the Milwaukee metro area, mid-

     

to-high skilled immigrants outnumber low skilled immi-



     

    423 In Madison, mid- and

improves local housing values.414

high-skilled immigrants comprise more than 80% of the
immigrant population.424

! 

\   %  

 - J      

+ +    \ 

   !  

immigrants, we also have a population of low-skilled

of immigrants coming to the state.

 $*'  

\ 

newcomers and the policies that govern their admission
$   ''        

       H425 But even

?  }     

low-skilled workers can have a positive impact on local

      \    H415

   !     

8           

         

  

   



This is also because foreign-born people participate in the

out in services.”416#     

workforce at a higher rate (67.0 percent compared to a

than native residents to be entrepreneurs.417 As Roohan

native born rate of 63.6 percent).426

Poojara of the American Enterprise Institute points out,
> ^     8   
 $   \

Addressing the Challenges of Immigration in
Wisconsin

of technological innovation are foreign born. One-quarter
of the Americans who have won Nobel Prizes have been

$

immigrants, even though immigrants comprise just

 8      

one-eighth of the U.S. population.”418

     

     
# 

example, 63% of our annual legal immigrants are allowed
Immigrants also have a high rate of advanced education

          

attainment. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reported

 \ 427

that in 2009 almost seven million immigrants in the U.S.
had obtained a bachelorʼs degree or higher.419 That was

Recent research, however, reports that if handled

 \       

          



    420 That

    !  

     \ 

short-term Wisconsin should focus on how to improve

to have earned a bachelorʼs degree or higher.421/

assimilation and integration of our immigrants,

27% of immigrants didnʼt have a high school diploma.422

  \    
We should encourage mid- and high-skilled workers to

97

   -   
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1. Considering our existing structure, Wisconsin can
          lation. The National Governorʼs Association (NGA),

    

          The good news is that the United States and Wisconsin

gration:435

       
     %}8  

2. >        

     

skilled occupations, such as doctors, nurses,

      

[   

     % } 

}8  9

States makes substantial, if indirect, investments in immigrant integration at all levels of government, particu

  

  

services at the state and local levels.”428

3. Making sure that those with limited formal education
have access to a combination of English instruction,
adult education, and job training to improve their job
prospects;

%        + consin has additional resources that immigrants might
  

!}   +     

 & 8  }> &  

4. Making sure that children of immigrants have access
    
and succeed in school;

which provides education and outreach services.429 UWStout maintains a multi-cultural resource database.430 Our

5. >       

technical colleges host multicultural resources centers.431

       

The Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development

= 

 [  9

has a number of programs for refugees, immigrants, and
migrant workers.432 There are also resources available
throughout the state targeted at both our Latino and

6. '    }8  
   436

Hmong populations.433 Religious organizations also offer
services aimed at aiding immigrants.434!    

In addition to these six points, the NGA also encourages

     +   -

states to advance two overarching goals including,

        

 

      

       -

provide that help.

       

     

      
concerns.”437 The Department of Public Instruction
       
children in our schools.438 Gathering better data would

98

include other departments, like revenue, children and

dations on improving access for immigrants to medical

families, and workforce development so we can measure

       

whether integration efforts have an impact. Providing this

barriers.445

       +    
       

+        =\ 

 

(an instant check on legal work status) under state law,

     

addressing worker exploitation, ensuring worker
(?$      

protection improving English as a Second Language

challenges, but instead gives examples of best practices

(ESL) and Adult Education training options.446

tried in other states. A handful of states, including Illinois,
>> (Y +  
have taken the initiative for integration.

439

For example, in

^^%  /  ($ "  
440

$  !



 

Education recommendations include enhancing ESL,
eliminating discrimination in schools, granting immigrants
in-state tuition rates, improving the stateʼs process of
     
   

|   "  
""  Z|
children of immigrants to maximize their
potential; Ensuring that immigrants have access to state services and opportunities and
ensuring that immigrants have local access
to state programs.441

 

   \[  

ESL for preschool children.447
State and local government recommendations include
recognizing the role of all levels of government in provid        
manner,” respecting fundamental democratic values,
ensuring opportunities for all citizens to participate in
             

>>  
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ensuring the rights of immigrants to retain their own
    H448

/ ()   

>-  

   

       

recommendations. That panel also focused on helping

subjects, including workforce and economic growth, edu-

immigrants become citizens and providing information

cation, social services, and state and local government



   449

interaction with the immigrant communities.443
Building on the research from prior state panels and
()-       

groups like the Brookings Institute, the Pew Hispanic

four categories: (1) social services, (2) labor and

Center450, the Cato Institute451>  "  

workforce development, (3) education, and (4) state and

Institute452, Wisconsin should form its own statewide

local governments.444 Social services included recommen-
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interests when considering how the state can encourage

       

legal immigration. The committee should focus on using

not require additional spending, but can produce an

existing infrastructure and public/private partnerships

    

to minimize costs.
/
$  +   



         

 

government to have a meaningful, evidence-based dialog
  

     

competitiveness.455 According to AEI,

  

immigration with the goal of revamping our outdated
federal laws.
!$ = %     \
            
!      
}8  
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 &&  ting immigrants that will meet economic
7?& | '& 
Canada admits 25 percent of its immigrants
" &  |  LK& 
   
almost 60 percent.456

ing. These policies are:
Itʼs time for meaningful federal reform that welcomes
1. ?       -

       



  }8       
  8!=> 
2. Increasing the number of green cards (permanent

THE SKILLS GAP “MYTH”

 y    
3. >       
skilled and less-skilled workers.453

In a June, 2012 Milwaukee Journal Sentinel article,
> >  

 ^  

out of high school at $12 per hour. This summer, the
These policies would spur growth across the U.S.

        
door to its main plant. The training is provided free of

A show of state-level support could help alleviate

charge and is a partnership between Marinette Marine

the political deadlock. A number of Governors expressed

and Northeast Wisconsin Technical College in Green

concern over immigration even being discussed on the

$ )    

8  



 

be focused on immigration when it should be focused

*    }8(  

on jobs.454 This is incorrect. Focusing on immigration

not appear to be slowing down soon. In fact, over the

reform is focusing on jobs. In light of the political

  ^^J !

     $=%-   

     ~    
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 J     457 The

The student will need gas to get to and from work. If the

problem, however, is that the average age of a Marinette

student lived in one of the downtown apartments, the

>   !   

  \   

faced with an aging workforce that is unable to keep up

round trip. To and from work, assuming a price of $3.70/

with market demands.

gallon in the Elantra, the student would spend $0.25 on



  

his commute. 459 (Of course this doesnʼt factor using the
8        
program because the $12 per hour wage is too low, so

car for other purposes.) This means if a student works


 

 

we crunched the numbers.

about $5.00/month, bringing us to $651.90.

If a student works 40 hours per week, with two weeks of

!     !}8*$

    ^^^

   ~ \   

!

   ~^^^! 
`     > y

a moderate cost plan.460!     
$295.38.

  ~]^ ~^
 '    \\  

Finding a number on clothing expenditures was more





 

 !    

of raising a child. The percentage for clothes seems to be
Just over one mile from the work site in Marinette, a

6% of expenditures. If we take 6% of the net income of

person can rent a studio apartment for around $450/

the student in this case, we get $96.06, which brings us to

month and a one bedroom for about $450-$495/month.458

$199.32.

Two bedroom apartments rent for around $600/month.
!      
If the student rents the one bedroom apartment, he then

!  -> >   

has $1,151.43 of available income. The student might

health insurance. BlueCross Blue Shield offers a high



deductible PPO with dental and prescription coverage for

       

= '  = 

~ !  

compact car. A Cars.com search shows that within 250

hensive plan with a lower deductible for $97.62/month.

miles of Marinette, a 2005 Elantra is about $5,000.

Assuming the student took the higher deductible plan, he

$       
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~

month. Assuming the student has had no accidents or

 

tickets, has taken driverʼs education, and has been driving

phone plans of $30 for 1,000 minutes or talk, 1,000 text

since he was 16, the insurance rate could be about $312/

^ 

 !

   +\>

  -
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+ ~^]^         
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enough for a person to have a comfortable middle-class

brings our studentʼs budget to $1,020.24 remaining per

life with a retirement, it is important to keep several things

 +-  

in mind: (1) the student will get more valuable and earn

lower-cost health insurance at $43.95, bringing the avail-

   `y  

able amount to $976.29. This student would also have

being trained while he is working, so the value heʼs

 

     `y 

    ^   

     !  

  

 

   

  J  ~^462 Including other mis-

assumed some higher expenses. We can also examine



     !    

remaining per month.

  

 ~^^

decided to live with a roommate. That would cut his rent
to $300/month in a two bedroom apartment. That leaves

!  

him $1,301.43.

~^^^$     
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$500 federal tax return. /   
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board, books and other expenses for NWTC is estimated

'  =%   --

at $14,264.464%      

ment or insurance, that would save him $494.53/month.

  

The student will still need transportation. Other options

     \ 

      

> > 

      !  

and on-the-job training in addition to saving for an entire

\   461
Since affordable apartments are available within one mile
        

  ~^^^! 
     

        
spare.



walk or bike to work and not need a car. Also without a

UW-Marinette would be another local choice. School

  -  8   
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get.
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 ~] -
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$10,648.
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It is also important to keep in mind that in Marinette the

 !}8*$  \ 

      



(2010 dollars) 2006-2010 was $20,983.466 The median

  



  H ~^

month. If he were to share with his roommate, that cost

household income was just around $37,000.467 Marinet-



-  ]#  ^  -

  ~!



  -

dent with $1,116.30.
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have a bachelorʼs degree. (   > > 
Since there are fewer estimates on clothing costs, this

   -   

       ~^!

the potential to earn more, but it is providing jobs for the
current education level of residents.

102

It is also important to remember our student would have


   +   -

  J
 ~^

   

   469 Of course, this

       
there are opportunities available if people know where to
look and can see the value.
+   

  > 

>       
  J   $
  

 ~

creased to $35 per hour.
  

470

8  -

We also spent millions of dol-

   

      




      

     + 
       

!     
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   -

ing workers. We believe perception is holding back Wis  -    /   $ 
and Career Plans, combined with real-time labor market
information that includes salaries, will direct more workers
towards these careers.
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CONCLUSION
This report is a framework to repair the skills gap in Wisconsin. Our
recommendations do not require governance changes. This report is the
beginning of a plan that should be expanded upon and reviewed regular8         
     +      
   % +    
regain its competitive edge, the State needs to act now.
Successful private sector companies implement a fact-based general
plan, allow the various independent entities within the organization to
perform their tasks according to the plan, and incentivize them to
   %     
     %    
rewarding those entities that achieve their objectives as part of the over%+               
us to achieve our overall objectives. Like in the private sector, we must
          ous course of action.
} 

  

    

           8   



be based on the best data available. At multiple points in our research,
       - %              
for moving Wisconsin forward and keeping us all on the right track.
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